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Plane
USD alum set to release electro pop album
flown into
Texas IRS
ANDRES BARRAZA
GI1FST WRITFR

A man with a grudge
against the Internal Revenue
Service, the government
and big business crashed
a single-engine plane into
the IRS offices in Austin,
Texas this past Thursday.
Two people, including the
pilot identified as Joseph
Stack III, 53, were killed in
the attack. Stack's motives
were not immediately con
firmed, though a scathing
online message against the
tax agency was found.
Authorities were quick
to dismiss the incident as an
act of terror, citing that the
characteristics of the event
made it a criminal act per
petrated by a lone individ
ual. "The main thing I want
to put out there is that this
is an isolated incident here;
there is no cause for alarm,"
said the Austin police chief,
Art Acevedo. The Depart
ment of Homeland Security
has opened an investigation
and his counterterrorism
advisor has briefed Presi
dent Obama.
Eleven people were
treated for minor injuries
and two others were hospi
talized in what could have
resulted in a much deadlier
attack.
On the morning of the
attack at approximately
9 a.m., Stack set his own
home on fire. Stack alleg
edly then went to Austin's
Georgetown
Municipal
Airport where the singleengine PA Piper-28-236
was waiting with a full tank
of fuel. The Federal Avia
tion Administration reports
that Stack's aircraft took
off at 9:40 a.m. Sixteen
minutes later, the aircraft
was intentionally crashed
into the seven story build
ing, which houses the local
IRS offices.
Since the attacks of
Sept. 11, 2001, the govern
ment has increased security
measures on commercial
flights, yet has not made
significant changes in the
area of general aviation.
USD junior and licensed
pilot Chris Blay commented
on the incident and general
aviation security measures.
"Although what hap
pened is unfortunate, it is a
rare occurrence and an iso
lated incident that will have
negative
repercussions
See PLANE, page 2

COURTESY MICHAEL AHMAD

Michael Ahmad, as Phaero, has released a single, now available on iTunes.

ANNE SLAGILL
NFWS FDITOR

Safe and easy career
paths have been all the rage
for college graduates since
the economic downturn,
but recent USD alumnus
Michael Ahmad is stick
ing with his passions and

seeking a career in musical
performance.
"There's never really
been anything else I wanted
to do. It's always been what
I pursued," Ahmad said.
The artist, who goes by
the stage name Phaero, has
released a single on iTunes.
His electronic pop album,

"ARTificialSEXDRUNK"
will be available soon. "It's
about a society predicated
on superficiality, sex and
intoxication," Ahmad said.
Ahmad grew up in
Colorado and began per
forming at the age of seven.
He ventured into the wide
world of entertainment,

trying his hand at acting
and modeling before travel
ing to San Diego to earn his
bachelor's degree.
He soon discovered
that his interests were broad
and diverse. He enjoyed
music, dance, acting and
singing. "I was constantly
being told I need to focus,"
he said. "Theater is what
taught me I could do all
these things."
At USD, Ahmad chose
to major in theater with a
minor in communication
studies. When he was at
tending the university, his
performance protest titled
"Plastic Fruit for Hungry
Mouths" earned him a front
page story in The Vista. He
was cast in every single
main stage production put
on during his undergradu
ate course work.
He credits his liberal
arts education with giving
him the tools necessary
for success in the music
business. Many of his
songs were inspired by
topics encountered in USD
theater productions. The
album itself started as a
senior thesis for theater and
almost every professor in
the department has offered
feedback on the project.
Larry Williamson of
the communication studies
department helped Ahmad
create his alter ego, Phaero,
whom he describes as " an
unmoderated, uncensored

version of who I am."
"By adopting the alter
ego I found that I was find
ing my voice," Ahmad said.
"I was saying things more
honestly. In academia you
are repressed, the desire to
be politically correct often
impedes your ability to
be completely honest and
make progress."
He said activism plays
a major role in the creation
of his music. "When I do
explicit performance art
people know that there is
some intellectual inquiry
being made, and that some
times turns people off, but
the thing about this is I
think it's a lot more subver
sive. I'm still pursuing so
cietal change, but it's now
in the context of palatable
pop music."
Ahmad wrote, com
posed, arranged and per
formed all twelve tracks
on the album, which was
co-produced with Mario
Quintero and Brian Millar
of Blackbox Recording
Studios.
He encourages other
artists to pursue their
dreams despite the often
discouraging reality of
a life devoted to perfor
mance. "Just because there
is not an established or clear
route does not mean it's not
accessible," Ahmad said.
Listen to Phaero's
music at facebook.com/
reignofphaero.

MacKinnon lecture fills IPJ Theatre to capacity
LINDSAY PRICE
STAFFWRTER

A highly anticipated
lecture regarding sex traf
ficking, prostitution and
sexual inequality drew
crowds that filled the Joan
B. Kroc Theatre as well as
an overflow room. Author,
legal practitioner and in
ternational icon Catherine
MacKinnon opened her
speech by proposing that
"the main idea is that sexual
abuse is gender based and it
happens in a social context
for social reasons."
She elaborated in her
Feb. 16 lecture that gender
constructions in various
third world countries meta
phorically paint a target on
men and women that says,
"You can do this to me and
I can do this to them." She
has traveled the world for
35 years trying to decipher
sex crimes "under a banner
of culture."
In Japan, she dropped
two yen into a magazine
dispenser and received child
pornography. In France,

February
Black History Month

she asked a French man
to define rape. He replied,
"you don't understand,
women here like it."
In India, she observed
prostitution as part of a
caste system, meaning that
children are bom into it.
She said she met a 13-yearold Indian girl who became
a prostitute at the age of
10 to support her family of
five. The girl told MacKin
non that her father "was her
boss.
Indian
prostitutes
typically service 20-30 men
daily on average, which
exponentially adds up to
roughly 8,000 men per year.
"It's all under a banner of
culture," MacKinnon said.
The activist's extensive
travels across the world'
have revealed the harsh re
ality of prostitution and she
has done her part to help.
In Sweden, she created the
Dworkin-MacKinnon ordi
nance, which dropped the
rape rate in that country by
80 percent the year it was
instated. Her legal prac
tices and written literature

have spread awareness and
helped to create concrete
legal support to deteriorate
the social issues surround
ing trafficking and prostitu
tion.
"There is a structure
of inequality in society and
it's gender based. There is
equality in form but not
in context and substance.
Equality is defined to not
mean equality for all,"
MacKinnon said.
The speaker stressed
that victims need to be
decriminalized. "Imagine
that you are guilty of the

crime you are being forced
to do," she said. According
to MacKinnon, authorities
need to "go after the pimps,
traffickers
and
Johns.
Buyers do not pay for what
they are taking away from
these women."
She shared that women
undergoing prostitution and
trafficking suffer from ex
treme posttraumatic stress,
which is equivalent to the
PTSD experienced by men
in combat.
The event was spon
sored by USD's Chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa and the

4 4 There is a structure of

inequality in society and it's
gender based. There is
equality in form but not
in context and substance.
Equality is defined to not
mean equality for all. 9 9
CATHERINE MACKINNON

Women's and Gender Stud
ies Program in the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences.
MacKinnon
graduated
from Yale University with a
law degree and has written
several books including,
"Women's Lives, Men's
Laws," and "Are Women
Human?"
Recognized
inter
nationally for her role in
creating ordinances that
classify pornography as'a
violation of civil rights, she
has represented female vic
tims of sexual genocide in
court. MacKinnon's case in
2000 of Kadic vs. Karadzic
was accredited for gain
ing recognition of rape as
an act of genocide. Since
. then, she has represented
Bosnian survivors of sexual
genocide and won an astro
nomical damage award of
$745 million.
She currently works
with Equality Now, inter
national NGO promoting
sex equality worldwide,
and is the special gender
advisor to the prosecutor of
the International Criminal
Court.
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Word of the Week:

"Lost"
At some time or other,
everyone feels the devastating
worry caused by .a runaway pet.
I can remember walking through
the community with mom and
dad to hang posters bearing a
doggy description and promises
of monetary reward for the return
of our sweet puppy.
But the advent of the Internet
has changed the way the world
does business. In today's world,
news of a lost pet is likely to hit
the walls of Facebook before the
walls of the community center.
Craigslist.com has an entire
section devoted to community
lost and found where an average
of 25 San Diegans per day post
listings regarding lost property,
including pets. Sites like FidoFinder.com are dedicated solely
to the retrieval of lost dogs.
When my dog Dolly ran
away this weekend I turned im
mediately to the Internet. Her
picture went up on Craigslist as
well as Facebook, where plenty
of friends offered words of sym
pathy and encouragement.
I've had luck with FidoFinder.com before, so I paid
a visit to the site straightaway.
Since my dog's profile is already
in the site's system, I was able
to change her status to "lost,"
which instantly sent a posting of
her description and approximate
location to the site's database of
lost dogs.
Once Dolly was listed as
lost, the system sent updates to
my e-mail inbox informing me
of found dogs in my area. I had
the option to limit those e-mails
to dogs that matched my pet's
description.
I was also able to generate a
lost dog poster. The information
from Dolly's profile was instant
ly formatted to create the flyer. It
even included a sketch of her fea
tures based on my descriptions of
her breed, coloring and size.
Luckily, my dog wandered
home the next day, but I was able
to put my worried mind at ease
with the help of technology.
Fido Finder currently has
158,797 registered dogs. 74,362
are listed as lost by their owners
and 39,811 found dogs are listed.
The others, along with my pup,
are listed as safe at home.
Nothing beats the Internet
for speedy communication. The
next time you lose something
important, like a beloved pet, I
recommend turning your cyber
network into a cyber tool. I've
even used Facebook to find the
owners of items left at my house.
It works like a dream!
I'd like to close with an
official proposition to the uni
versity. We need an online lost
and found database. The current
system involves turning items
over to public safety. In a feature
published in The Vista in 2008,
public safety admitted that re
tainers, cell phones, clothes and
other items remain in lost and
found limbo for weeks.
If we had a centralized
system, items could be returned
more efficiently.

1848 "The Communist
Manifesto," written by Karl
Marx is published in Lon
don by a group of revolu
tionary socialists known as
the Communist League.

1980 At the XIII Olympic
Winter Games, the un
derdog U.S. hockey team
upsets the defending goldmedal Soviet team in Lake
Placid, New York.

1954 A group of children
from Arsenal Elementary
School in Pittsburgh, Pa.
receive the first injections of
the newly developed polio
vaccine.

1993 At the Grammy
Awards, Eric Clapton wins
the Best Album and Best
Male Rock Vocalist Grammies for his album "Un
plugged" (1992).

1919 Oregon becomes the
first state to impose a tax on
gasoline, and the funds are
used for road construction
and maintenance.

1972 A dam collapses
in West Virginia, flooding
a valley and killing 118 peo
ple. Another 4,000 people
were left homeless.

1827 A group of masked
and costumed students
dance through the streets of
New Orleans, marking the
beginning of Mardi Gras.

1953 Cambridge Univer
sity scientists James Watson
and Frances Crick announce
that they have determined
the structure of DNA.
Source: History.com

What Grinds My Gears:
"Running"
JULIAN ANTHONY
MANAGING FDITOR

COURTESY MLIVE.COM

A man in a private plane purposely crashes into the Austin, Texas
IRS office.

Plane destroys IRS office
PLANE, continued
against law-abiding pilots," Blay
said.
General aviation does not re
quire stringent background checks
for issuing private pilot licenses or
heightened security measures at
its more than 5,000 airports in the
United States. San Diego's private
airport Montgomery Field houses
more than 600 private aircraft
alone.
A statement by Stack's wife
expressed her "sincere sympathy
to the victims and their families."
The incident came as a surprise to
family and friends who said Stack

had not shown signs of rage or
distress. Stack had shown some
anger against the IRS, claiming
they drained his life savings.
The online suicide note left
behind by Stack said that "desper
ate times call for desperate mea
sures" in regards to what he sees
as a failed government. "I saw it
written once that the definition of
insanity is repeating the same pro
cess over and over and expecting
the outcome to suddenly be dif
ferent," the online message says.
"I am finally ready to stop this in
sanity. Well, Mr. Big Brother IRS
man, let's try something different;
take my pound of flesh and sleep
well."

You know what really grinds
my gears? Running.
I have loathed the sport of
running since it stopped being a
fun game of chase with the boys
in kindergarten and started being
hard. I have played an entire spec
trum of sports in my life, and even
played on the volleyball, water
polo and swim teams in high
school. I love the sport of swim
ming; put me in a pool and I frolic
like a breaching whale in warm
Mexican water. Put me on land,
however, and 1 quickly transform
into a combination of desert tor
toise and sloth.
I have been semi-active
throughout my college career,
sometimes making exercise a
key part of my everyday life, but
more often placing my priorities
in Santana's and FroYo. I have a
serious weakness for good food
and frozen treats. This semester, I
find myself in a very good place as
far as fitness. I am committed to a
healthy mind and body and make

sure I am physically active at least
five days a week. My Monday
and Wednesday swim class helps
out with this, but I've also added
another commitment to my daily
regimen; I am going to run a 5k
in April.
For many of you this 3.1
mile run may seem laughable,
a distance you could run in your
sleep. But for me, this is a very
real challenge. I am one and a half
weeks into my training now, and
I'm hating running, and myself,
more and more every day. Every
single second my feet are pound
ing on that pavement, I am cursing
my lungs and the Lord above who
gave me these legs of jelly and this
weak and easily fatigued heart.
But, I can see that I'm improv
ing. I can feel it as my legs decide
to work for me rather than against
me, my breathing goes from gasp
ing to rhythmic, my lungs from
screaming to slightly strained.
On April 11, when I run that 5k
without walking or passing out, I
will have accomplished something
great for myself. I can only hope
that, one day, running and I can
be friends and lovers rather than
sworn enemies. Only time and
many miles will tell.

Send what is currently
grinding your gears or
your burning questions
to Jilla at janthony@usdvista.com.

Women's Center seeks volunteers for Awareness Week
CELESTE SOTO
STAFF WRITFR
According to Rape, Abuse
& Incest
National
Network
(RAINN), "every two minutes
someone in the United States is
sexually assaulted" and "college
aged women are four times more
likely to be sexually assaulted."
The USD Women's Center hopes
to change those statistics.
The Women's Center will
sponsor Sexual Assault Awareness
Week April 12 to 16. Events that
week will work to increase con
sciousness about sexual violence
as well as provide an outlet for
students' opinions about sexual
assault.
According to San Diego
Police Department Detective Mi
chelle Veloich, "hands down, the
majority of sexual assault victims

ages 18-25 were directly fueled by
alcohol at a college party."
Liz Smutz, co-chair of USD's
Sexual Assault Awareness Week
planning committee, emphasized
that Sexual Assault Awareness
Week is "not only to inform, but
also to provide an outlet for those
who have experienced, or who
have known people that have ex
perienced, sexual assault."
According to RAINN, "60
percent of sexual assaults are
not reported to the police." The
Women's Center hopes to open
students' eyes on the matter.
Memorable events from last
year's Sexual Assault Awareness
Week will return in 2010.
The "Take Back the Night"
March will take place the night of
April 14. It is a protest against all
forms of sexual violence.
The "Clothes Line Project"

will be on display throughout the
week. It involves creatively de
signed t-shirts that express each
artist's feelings about sexual as
sault. The project is often used as a
form of artistic catharsis for those
in need.
With plans for Sexual Assault
Awareness Week 2010 already
underway, the Women's Center is
currently taking applications for
help in organizing and working
these events.
The Women's Center encour
ages both men and women to
apply, and assures that there are
no strict time requirements.
For more detailed informa
tion regarding Sexual Assault
Awareness Week events or ap
plications, contact the Women's
Center by phone at 619-260-2396
or by e-mail at womenscenter@
sandiego.edu.

COURTESY WOMEN'S CENTER

The Women's Center chose
this symbol to represent their
campaign called, "A Global
Movement to End the Violence
Against Women and Girls."
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Feb. 17

Feb. 19

ARENA

BUSINESS

At 4:20 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of an individual disrupting a team
practice. Upon investigation, the individual
had left the area, but was identified by USD
employees as the same man who had dis
rupted the team practice at the University of
Portland on 2/11 /2010.

At 8:24 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a theft report. Upon investigation, an
employee had secured her universityowned laptop in her private office at 4
p.m. on 2/18/10. The laptop and its cable
and charger were discovered missing at ap
proximately 8 a.m. on 2/19/10. There were
no other items missing, and there were no
signs of forced entry.

Location: JENNY CRAIG PAVILION

Feb. 17

Location: SPORTS CENTER MENS

LOCKER ROOM

Location: OLIN HALL SCHOOL OF

Feb. 19

Location: MISSION PARKING STRUC

TURE

At 10:40 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a burglary report. Upon investigation, an
unknown individual had forcibly removed a
combination lock from a locker, and took a
wallet from inside the locker. The lock was
also missing.

At 4:44 p.m. a Public Safety officer
responded to a burglary report. Upon in
vestigation, an unknown individual had
shattered a passenger side window of a
student's vehicle with an unknown object,

and had taken a duffel bag containing vari sisted of a quote attributed to Adolf Hitler
that was written in permanent black ink and
ous personal items from the vehicle.
read: "How fortunate for governments that
masses of people don't think." Below the
Feb. 20
quotation, an unknown individual had added
Location: SAN RAFAEL HALL
the words, "SS White Power 14 88," also in
At 1:10 a.m. a Public Safety officer permanent black ink. Public Safety officers
responded to a report of vandalism. Upon photographed the images and are working
investigation, an unknown individual had to determine the individual(s) responsible.
torn the "Exit" sign from the ceiling, and General Services was contacted to remove
had punched a hole into the wall with an the offensive comments.
In conjunction with USD's Community
unknown object. General Services was con
on Patrol activities, the Department of Public
tacted to repair the vandalized areas.
Safety encourages anyone with knowledge
of this incident to contact (619) 260-7777.
Feb. 21
Location: PARDEE LEGAL RESEARCH The University of San Diego will not toler
ate hate crimes or any bias-related incidents
CENTER
and will respond to them with appropriate
At 4:30 pm, the Department of Public sanctions. For more information regarding
Safety received a report of a hate crime that USD's Hate Crimes and Bias Motivated
was discovered at approximately 3 p.m. in Incidents Response Procedures, please refer
the men's restroom on the first floor of the to www.sandiego .edu/safety/responseproceLegal Research Center. The images con dures.php.

University hosts its first ever eco-friendiy basketball game
BIANCA BRUNO
STAFF WRITFR

The USD athletic department
claims to be the latest proponent
of the green movement. The men's
basketball game on Feb. 18 was
the first sporting event on campus
to promote eco-friendliness. The
green game was sponsored through
Associated Students and Totally
Rad Environmental Enthusiasts
(T.R.E.E.).
USD is attempting to reduce
the environmental impact with its
"Be Blue, Go Green" movement,
which has offered such sustainable
amenities as recycling cans around
campus and the weekly Farmer's
Market. The "green" basketball
game, however, was the first event
of its kind, aimed at a broader au
dience of consumers.
There were a variety of ven
dors present at the game, includ
ing Pat and Oscar's, Figi Yogurt,
Chick-Fil-A and others. USD Rec
reations provided pizza and soda,
while T.R.E.E. gave away 100
stainless steel water bottles. All
food and refreshments were free

NATALIE NEWMAN
STAFF WRITER

Toyota subpoenaed by Grand
Jury
Toyota announced Monday
that it has received a federal grand
jury subpoena for documents
about the unintended accelera
tion and faulty braking systems in
the Toyota Prius. The automaker
also received another subpoena
from the Los Angeles office of the
Securities and Exchange Commis
sion. An SEC filing revealed the
subpoenas. Toyota has recalled
more than 8 million vehicles due
to unintended acceleration.
The federal grand jury sub
poena was from the Southern
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for students and game attendees.
The green basketball game
promoted environmental sustainability through a collection of
senior projects that were put on
display by the environmental
ethics class. The posters show
cased ways in which USD is al
ready eco-friendly and proposed
ways in which the university can
reduce its impact even more.
Themes such as "Take Back the
Tap" and "Green Eating at USD"
were just some of the subjects that
the students' posters addressed.
Throughout the Jenny Craig
Pavilion, recycling bins were
readily available for attendees to
responsibly dispose of bottles.
Austin Parker,
a member of
T.R.E.E., said the problem is that
most people do not take the time
to consider how much waste is
produced at events and ultimately,
what kind of impact that waste
will have.
"Sporting events are full of
waste and we go with the idea
that we will eat food there and
throw the trash away and that's

it," Parker said. "If we had less
materials, more recyclable materi
als and more sustainable foods, we
could lessen our impact."
The green basketball game
was used as a forum for USD to
introduce its upcoming energy
renovation of the JCP. The re
model includes installing solar
panels on the roof. A total of 5,000
solar panels will be distributed to
different locations acrros the USD
campus.
Conducted by AMSOLAR,
the project will be funded by
federal stimulus grant funds. The
project is the eighth largest solar
project at a U.S. school and the
largest among all national private
schools. The installation of solar
panels will offset 15 percent of
USD's total energy use, two-thirds
of the total energy needed to sus
tain the JCP will come from the
solar panels.
"Sports are recreational but
they're necessary," Parker said. "If
we can make them more sustain
able we can get more of the good
and less of the bad [aspects]."

mmu*
RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Friday's game was the first green sports event at USD.

NEWS IN BRIEF

District of New York, and the auto
manufacturer intends to cooperate
with the investigations, according
to its recent filing. A spokeswom
an for the U.S. Attorney's Office
in the Southern District refused
to comment on the issue, stating,
"It is our office's policy to neither
confirm nor deny the existence of
an investigation."
The House Oversight Com
mittee will look into the ways in
which the automaker and federal
auto safety regulators dealt with
concerns about the unintended ac
celeration in certain vehicles.

White House reveals compro
mise health care bill
The Obama administration re

leased a new blueprint Monday
that seeks to compromise between
measures passed by the Senate
and House of Representatives last
year.
If enacted, the compromise plan
would be the biggest expansion
of federal health care guarantees
since Medicare and Medicaid
were instituted over four decades
ago. The White House said that
the plan would extend coverage to
31 million Americans.
Among other things, the bill
would expand Medicare pre
scription drug coverage, increase
federal subsidies to help people
purchase insurance and give the
federal government the authority
to block excessive price increases
by health insurance companies.
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The plan does not include a
government-run public health care
option.
Administration officials said
the compromise bill would have
an estimated total cost of $950 bil
lion in the next decade, but would
reduce the deficit by $100 billion
over the next 10 years.

Labels encouraged for foods
that choke kids
The largest pediatrician group
in the United States is calling for
warning labels on foods that pose
a high risk for choking.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics rates choking as the
leading cause of death among
children 14 and younger. The
The Vista publication is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues generated by advertising and a
student fee. Advertising material published
is for information purposes only and is not
to be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such com
mercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located on the fourth
floor of the Student Life Pavilion in room
403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

academy is issuing a policy state
ment calling on the government
and food manufacturers to imple
ment a labeling system warning
parents of the risks.
"For many years, the U.S. has
protected children from choking
on toys," said Dr. Gary Smith, a
pediatrician and past chairman
of the Committee on Injury, Vio
lence and Poison Prevention of the
American Academy of Pediatrics.
"But we don't have a consistent
set of measures that have been put
together for prevention of choking
on food."
The American Academy of
Pediatrics wants to see change,
Smith said. Their new policy state
ment on foods that pose a choking
hazard appears online.

The first copies of the newspaper
are complimentary, all copies thereafter
are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publica
tion are not necessarily those of The Vista
staff, the University of San Diego or of its
student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submit
ted to The Vista office. Letters should
be limited to 300 words and must be
signed. For identification purposes, USD
identification numbers and writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista
reserves the right to edit published letters.
Any content sent to the editor will be con
sidered for publication unless otherwise
stated.
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Event will round up cash for Haiti
CRYSTAL PETERSON

STAFF WRITFR

START STRONG

bgCBlENCH
J

There's strong. Then there's Army Strong.
Enroll in Army ROTC at USD to develop
leadership skills and earn an Army Officer's
commission after graduation. Army ROTC
also offers full-tuition scholarships. With
a start like that, there are no limits.
t fS
To get started,
contact Captain Chad Collins or visit
http://www~rohan.sdsu.edu/dept/arotc. ARMY STRONG.

WELCOME TO ALL NEW AND RETURNING USD STUDENTS!
Enroll in MILITARY SCIENCE! Find out more about LEADERSHIP, OFFICERSHIP
and SCHOLARSHIPS!
Call 619-260-7920, email: colllnsc@>sandiego.edu
c 2008. Paid fo^ by the United States Army, All rights reserved.

Over one month has passed since the
earthquake and Haiti is still in need of
more support. Tomorrow evening in the UC
Forums, Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa
Kappa Gamma will be co-sponsoring the
first Cowtown Throwdown, a philanthro
py event to benefit the children of Haiti
through UNICEF, a nonprofit organization
that focuses on the economic and physical
care of children around the world.
"Over half of Haiti's population is 18
years old or younger. They are the future
of the country and we can't let them fall on
the wayside," said Mark Toyama, one of
the coordinators for the event. "We want
to send the message to the community that
it's not our event, it's Haiti's."
All are welcome to this philanthropic
and country-themed event. Forums A &
B will be transformed into a carnival area
filled with games including a cow-pie toss
and milk bottle ring toss. There will be a
"county fair" where other student organiza
tions such as Rotaract Club, Invisible Chil
dren and TOMS Shoe Club will be involved
by sponsoring a table showing their support
for the cause. In addition, Forum C will be
converted into a dance floor for everyone to
enjoy the music of USD's own DJ Fergie
Ferg and Mr. Nick Metrie.
There will be an entrance fee of $5
(campus cash is acceptable) and students can
contribute more by purchasing a Cowtown
Throwdown t-shirt. All proceeds will go to
UNICEF. Other acceptable contributions
include canned goods, non-perishables and
old clothes, all of which will be sent directly
to Haiti.
"It will be great if everyone can con
tribute all they can," Toyama said. "A little
can go a long way."
Since the earthquake, UNICEF has pro
vided over 900,000 people with safe water
every day, as well as sanitation facilities in
camps throughout the affected areas. With

UNICEF's core concern being the welfare
of children, the organization has been reg
istering those either orphaned or separated
from their families by placing them in childfriendly facilities while tracing the chil
dren's extended family
members.
Even though
much has been
done
to assist
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victims of the natural
disaster, there is still more that needs
to happen that requires the involvement of
the entire community.
Amanda Mathies, co-coordinator of the
program, stressed that this event is inclusive
to the whole USD community. "Often people
have the misconception that this is a Greek
event," Mathies said. "We want to show
USD that you don't have to be Greek to
attend. We can all come together and we are
all caring people. And when people know
this, we can show power in numbers."

According to the UNICEF
United States Fund:
• One cent provides one vitamin
A capsule
*
• Seven cents provides one oral
rehydration therapy
• Sixty cents provides 50 water
purification tablets
• One dollar provides one high
protein biscuit
Three dollars provides one
large woolen blanket
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3 DAY SALE!!! Everything in stock is 50% OFF!!!
Making room for new Inventory. Come take advantage and get some
new Sunglass or Prescription Frames!

February 26-28 10:30am - 6pm
VZ, SPY, Versace, Gucci, Burberry, Oakley, Ed Hardy, Kaenon, Rayban, Burberry, and more!
5375 Napa Street Suite 110
San Diego, CA 92110
(619)297-1500
"The Village at Morena Vista"
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Not valid with any other offer or discount.
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"Compton Cookout" crosses the line
ELLIE FAULKNER

STAFF WRITFR

Our enemy,
the state
Have you ever taken a
moment to consider the mean
ing, purpose and nature of our
government? What exactly do we
mean when we say the "State"?
Can the "State" have rights, like
a person, or obligations? Do we,
as individuals and members of
the body politic owe anything to
the "State," be it mere recogni
tion or obedience unto death?
I am inclined to think that
the State is nothing but a con
struction of human frailty, yet an
unecessary one at that. It exists,
so we are told, to perform some
functions that individuals alone
cannot accomplish, such as selfdefense or policing powers.
I am not convinced. The
State is more often than not
parasitical, damaging our insti
tutions, morals and traditions.
Even when on its best behavior,
there seems to something insidi
ous about centralized govern
ment as it exists today.
Washington. D.C is at a
great distance from San Diego.
It seems doubtful that our repre
sentatives. or some insignificant
bureaucrat in another wasteful
federal agency, could have any
real knowledge of local condi
tions and our day-to-day prob
lems. Indeed, government at
both the federal and state level
seems to have lost its original
purpose as evisaged by the
Founders. Popular sovereignty
is a joke. We are no longer our
own masters, but have become
the subjects of Leviathan.
Albert Jay Nock, who wrote
a book with the same title as this
column, once wrote that "just
as the State has no money of its
own, so it has no power of its
own." Ail the authority and imperium that we regard the State
as possessing is nothing but
that which is given to it by the
people. In other words, the State
itself owns or possess nothing
which it has not received, or
plundered, from its subjects. It
may be true that the president
has his military, but cut off any
reserves that might be used for
the military payroll, and the
government will soon find itself
a few men short of a platoon, let
alone an army.
It would be a thrill to see
how the government would react
should the entire population
of the United States fail to pay
their taxes come April. Imagine
the federal government actually
having no revenue. Think of it
as a solution to the budgetary
crisis, at least in the long run.
The State would have to sever
welfare payments, downsize the
military, and really cut spend
ing. Politicians would have to
begin to work for taxpayer dol
lars. If the people are going to
be robbed of their wealth, they
might as well receive something
of benefit.
Diffidence, even hatred, of
government does not necessarily
equate to a desire for anarchy.
But with the current state of af
fairs in America, anarchy seems
to be more attractive than ever.

Last week, a UCSD fraternity
held a party dubbed the "Compton
Cookout." This racist act was al
legedly in "honor" of Black His
tory Month. The event was adver
tised with the theme of "life in the
ghetto."
Male party-goers were asked
to be "stuntin' up in ya White T,
anything FUBU." Females were
told to dress as "ghetto chicks"
with "short, nappy hair."
"This is not just mocking
ghetto culture, it is linking ghetto
culture with blackness," said
David Miller. Professor of History
of Race and Ethnicity. Miller went
on to point out that not all people
who live in the ghetto are black
and that 60 percent of Compton is
non-black.
"Not all ghetto life is nega
tive. Yes, there is poverty, unem
ployment, drugs...but the ghetto
is also full of good people living
good lives," he continued. "It is
wrong to say the ghetto is a 'black'
thing."
The "Compton Cookout"
was inherently racist. It narrowed
the scope of the black experience
down to a few negative stereo
types. This type of climate leads
to racial segregation and violence.
Defenders say that it was "all
in good fun" and that anyone who
is offended by it is nothing but a
zealot for political correctness. But
this seems to be a poor defense.
"I often think that people
forget perceptions of racism and
stereotyping are two-way streets,"
said Carole Huston, a professor
in the communication studies
department. "The harm is judged
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by the reasonable response of any
receiver. So if you say something
that I perceive to be harmful, [you
are] judged culpable."
It doesn't matter if the hosts
of the "Cookout" claim that their
party was not intended to cause
harm. It did.
The reaction of on-campus
media organizations, such as Koala
TV, offer further proof that the party
was not an exercise in innocent fun.
After airing a segment in support of
the party, a cardboard sign that read
"Compton lynching" was found in
the broadcast station.
The environment at UCSD is
definitely hostile. Many minority
students feel threatened and unwel
come. Black students make up only
about two percent of the student
body, a similar number to that at
USD.
Others rush to point out that
one of the alleged party organizers,

"Jiggaboo Jones," is in fact black.
They feel that this proves that the
party was not racist because a black
man can make fun of his own race.
In reality, "Jiggaboo Jones" is
nothing but a modern day minstrel,
a caricature of stereotypes of black
men. His website, JiggabooJones.
com, includes everything associ
ated with the black stereotype:
fried chicken, grape soda and wa
termelon. Jones sells this image for
a profit, all the while promoting
negative prejudices.
Videos for the "Compton
Cookout" on Jones' website include
white kids in blackface, echoing
back to Jim Crow society and its
minstrel shows. There is nothing
funny about alluding to such an
ugly part of American history.
The whole "Cookout" dem
onstrates how racism still operates
in modern society. Advancements
in equality have been made in the

previous decades, as seen with the
election of Barack Obama, and
most institutional racism has been
outlawed, but it can still operate
under the radar in a more insidious
manner.
Events like the "Compton
Cookout" degrade a minority group
and reassert the superiority of the
dominant white culture. There isn't
a magic bullet solution for the mon
ster of racism on college campuses,
but education in the university set
ting, dialogue about these issues
and constructive interaction be
tween different people is what can
ameliorate tense social climates.
Interacting with a variety of
peoples provides a chance for prej
udices to be challenged. It is essen
tial to interact with diverse people
instead of only forming perceptions
based on the representations of mi
norities available in the media.
Classes that explore ethnic
and racial diversity and the history
of oppression encourage people to
be more open-minded and under
standing of how oppression has pi
geonholed certain groups. UCSD's
Black Student Union has made a
good start in requesting a diversity
sensitivity requirement for all un
dergraduates.
"That is precisely why we need
events like Black History Month.
Folks need to be reminded about
the diverse reality of the black ex
perience," Miller said.
The
"Compton
Cookout"
was a racist event and a reminder
that racism still persists. It should
inspire us to renew our dedication
to education about the history of
oppression and the importance of
compassion and appreciation of
diversity.

Media mishandles death of Georgian luger
JORI GREGORIO

STAFF WRITFR

Almost two weeks have
passed since 21-year-old Nodar
Kumaritashvili, an Olympic ath
lete from the Republic of Georgia,
lost control of his sled and died
after crashing into an unpadded
steel pole. The accident occurred
during a practice run the morning
of the opening ceremonies, caus
ing a somber atmosphere to affect
athletes, officials and fans around
the world.
Many questions have been
raised regarding the athlete's
death. The Vancouver track on
which he died is considered one of
the fastest in the world. Athletes
reach speeds of over 90 mph. This
has led some to blame the course
itself for the promising youth's
death.
According to David Epstein
of Sports Illustrated, the course
"just keeps on dropping, so there's
really kind of no break from gath
ering speed toward the end." Ku
maritashvili was traveling near 88
mph at the time of his crash.
All things considered, the
media did a poor job handling this
tragic death, crossing a line with
their vivid reporting. News of the
death could have been presented
without the media continually
showing the video of Kumaritash
vili crashing ino a steel pole, de
spite the pleas of his family.
"It's news so it's their respon
sibility to report," sophomore Scott
Morgan said. "They cross the line
in actually showing that footage.
They could have screened it."

In this case, Olympic footage
was screened and edited in such a
way that viewers were bombarded
with horrific images of a young
man losing his life.
Kumaritashvili was on one
of the final turns of the course. His
body was slung out of the sled. His
two legs straddled a metal pole as
his head smashed against the hard
steel. Within seconds, he lay dead.
Anybody can form a complete
image of the athlete's gruesome
demise upon hearing these words.
But, the media decided that words
weren't enough. Instead, they took
the opportunity to broadcast the
video footage over and over again.
The media took what should have
been private and turned it into
"breakfast entertainment."
The extent to which Kumaritashvili's death was broadcasted
is a complete and utter overstep by
the media done in an awful form
that can only be described as disre
spectful to Kumaritashvili's family
and fans.
"It wasn't appropriate to show
him getting CPR. Especially be
cause children watch it. it was just
way too graphic," senior Jessica
Eustice said. The Olympics are a
showcase of the best athletes in the
world, athletes who are heroes to
millions and millions of children.
For a child to witness the death of
his hero is wrong on many levels.
Kumaritashvili's father re
leased a statement that he has not
viewed the video footage of his
son's crash and has no plans to do
so. Interestingly, when the Associ
ated Press received information
on the death of the athlete they
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The Georgian team enters the Olympic Stadium less one member.
were not given a name because the
family of the athlete had not been
informed. Imagine the families of
every luger who sat petrified won
dering if it was indeed their son who
was now dead. The media exploded
the boy's death before even giving
news to his family.
"Journalists must balance the
public's right to know against the
need to be sensitive to the family's
right to privacy, particularly given
the graphic nature of the footage,"
said Dr. Sarah Burke-Odland. a
media studies instructor.
In this case there seems to be
very little balance between that
responsibility to the public and a
sense of sensitivity to Kumaritash

vili's family. Not a single detail,
or image, of the death was kept
private.
Some argue that without the
extreme coverage of the death,
nothing would be done to improve
the safety of the course. Yet it's
hard to believe that the death alone
wouldn't create enough concern.
The family should have had a say
in the brodcasting of their son's
death. Instead, they were forced
to turn their heads away from their
television set to avoid reliving the
horrific death of their son.
The media turned a real trag
edy into prime time drama. That is
not only irresponsible, but totally
unacceptable.
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The
Fights over Proposition 8 ignore real issues
"In Between"
Times
MICHAEL HAMILTON

GUEST WRITER

KENDRA OSBURN
OPINION COLUMNIST
My head was spinning. I looked down.
It was long. It was hard. I closed my eyes
and thought, too much, too soon. I looked
up. I wanted so badly to blurt out "Do you
mind if we wait just a few more weeks? I
really don't feel like I'm ready yet."
Midterms. I can hardly believe we're
already there. Didn't we just get our syl
labi? Have we already finished February?
Why is the spring semester sprinting by?
Here I am, one midterm down, four
more to go. I am caught between wishing
my midterms were over and not wanting
the semester, one of my last at USD, to
end.
In procrastinating for my first mid
term, I spent a lot of time daydreaming of
a midterm-less life. In this imaginary life,
students take notes because they find the
material interesting and applicable. In this
imaginary life, professors laugh at the idea
of a multiple-choice test. How could an
answer fit into choices "A" through "E"?
In this imaginary life, everyone partici
pates in every class, engaging one another,
doing all their reading because no one
teacher assigns too much. In this imaginary
life, it is humanly possible to complete all
of your homework. Learning is cram-free,
stress-free and tuition-free! We trade ideas
for bread; especially good ideas are traded
for jam.
I realize, of course, that if we ever do
return to the roots of learning, it will not
be in my lifetime, so I have to settle for the
next best thing. Here's how to make the
most your midterms.
According to the American Psycho
logical Association, taking breaks will
increase productivity, decrease stress and
help maintain energy levels. During these
breaks you should be sure to eat. Visit
your favorite coffee shop. You can't beat a
chai and some WiFi at Babycakes on Fifth
Avenue in Hillcrest. While you're there,
head over to the City Deli on Sixth and
University, where you can eat breakfast at
all hours of the day. And be sure to beef
up on some protein to cure the ADD we
all think we have. Eggs are good. Beans,
especially chickpeas, lentils and soybeans,
contain folate, which encourages the body
to produce dopamine, a neurotransmitter
associated with pleasure. Complex carbs
found in fruits and whole grains are other
important brain foods.
You can also try some yoga. Some of
my favorite poses are very simple, con
sisting of simply lying on your back with
your arms by your sides with your feet up
against your behind, hip width apart. Lift
your pelvis, keeping your upper back and
head flat on the mat and breathe. Accord
ing to Body and Soul magazine, this pose is
one of the "depression-fighting, feel-good
yoga" positions.
Music is another great way to prepare
for midterms. My favorite background
study music? Definetly some Bach cello
suites performed by Yo-Yo Ma. A quick
dance break with Ke$ha or Sia can be a
great pick-me-up refresher.
Finally, take the time to watch the
sunset. Not that many college students
can say that they can see the ocean from
their school. Head out behind the IPJ and
watch the sunset. Remember how fortunate
you are to be living on such a beautiful
campus.
Whatever it is that you choose to do
in between your midterms, remember that
these are just exams. All too often grades
affect how we feel about ourselves. This
can lead to excessive stress and fruitless
studying. It may be tempting to wish away
our midterms, but I hope you will join me
in making the most of this academically
challenging time.

The petty and annoying discourse
surrounding Proposition 8 was foreshad
owed by the inappropriate legal challenges
launched by supporters before it was even
approved for the Nov. 2008 ballot. As
soon as the petition signatures were certi
fied, the television ads began. Both sides
of the debate raised about $40 million and
saturated the airwaves with paranoid and
inaccurate commercials. Depending on
who you asked, banning, or constitution
ally enshrining, same-sex marriage would
result in catastrophe, human sacrifice, cats
and dogs living together, mass hysteria and
so on and so forth.
Ads funded by proponents argued

nel, over and over.
The protests were equally obnoxious
and pointless. Supporters and opponents of
Proposition 8 would line up on opposite sides
of the street and yell at each other for hours
on end. The single most futile and unpleas
ant local event was the march led by oppo
nents down both sides of University Avenue,
blocking traffic for hours, several days after
the proposition had already passed. Similarly
useless protests occurred around the state.
The actual arguments either for or
against Proposition 8 were just as bad.
Proponents said it was needed, ostensibly,
to protect the "traditional ordering of so
ciety," to protect the sanctity of marriage
and to defend moral values. This utilitarian
weighing of imagined costs and benefits is
antithetical to the American conception of

4 4 It has never been the purview of the
government to promote morals of any kind
or to consciously order society j j
that allowing same-sex marriage would
make churches lose tax-exempt status,
expose citizens to lawsuits for their private
moral beliefs and require government-run
schools to transform innocent eight-yearolds into full-fledged homosexuals. The
ads produced by opponents were equally
childish. One featured Mormon missionar
ies breaking into a gay couple's home to
steal wedding rings and destroy legal docu
ments, while another trotted out "Desper
ate Housewives" and "Pussycat Dolls" to
lecture viewers about "fundamental rights."
The ads ran day and night on every chanchan

law. It has never been the purview of the
government to promote morals of any kind
or to consciously order society. Rather, this
country was founded on the right of individ
uals to live their lives as they please so long
as they don't infringe on the rights of others.
The order that society would eventually take
was not defined within these rules, but was
allowed to evolve freely.
What distinguished the Constitution
from the law of foreign nations was the
idea that government did not bestow legal
privileges onto citizens. The people, being
free and having rights by nature, allowed

government specific and enumerated powers
to ensure those very rights were not violated.
Though it provided for a democracy, the
Constitution was deliberately designed to
prevent the tyranny of the majority.
Domestic partnerships already confer
most of the benefits of marriage to same-sex
couples and the sky has yet to fall. If conser
vatives are concerned about the legal rami
fications same-sex marriage might have on
public schools or the tax status of a church,
and not godless sodomites themselves, then
the problem lies with the legal recognition of
all forms of marriage, not with homosexuals'
participation in it.
The argument that Proposition 8 strips
homosexuals of a fundamental right, as
framed by its opponents, is equally suspect.
Homosexuals, or any group of consenting
adults for that matter, have the right to enter
into a religious or legal union. Not allowing
these unions is clearly a violation of natural
rights. But this isn't the issue that Proposi
tion 8 opponents raise. Rather, they seek a
legal entitlement to receive a license from the
government to have a marriage performed
by an agent of the state, subject to the terms
and conditions laid out by the legislature.
Marriage is an expression of freedom of as
sociation and freedom of contract. As such,
obtaining a license to exercise this right is
absurd.
The proper role of government in mar
riage, and what gay rights activists should
advocate, is for courts to enforce private
contracts willingly agreed upon by consent
ing adults that stipulate terms for mutual
property, custody of minor children, du
rable powers of attorney and the like. This
arrangement would preclude the power to
deny rights to those one doesn't approve of,
as well as the power to force others to recog
nize
which they
nize that
that which
they do
do not
not approve.
approve.

Reflections on a San Diego Mardi Gras
Student shares experiences with actors from upcoming comedy release
CARLY STUDER

.STAFF WRITFR

Dressed in 80s attire, I looked out into
a massive crowd that yelled out to me.
"What? What do you want? 1 can't hear
you," I hollered back, knowing perfectly
well that they wanted the shiny Mardi
Gras beads in my hand. I wanted to watch
them squirm.
I was standing atop the "HotTubTime
Machine" float at the Mardi Gras parade
throwing beads into the wild crowd. It
doesn't get much better than that.
If you had told me the day before that
I would spend my Mardi Gras this way, I
would have laughed at you. Yet there 1 was,
as part of my internship, because another
girl had flaked out at the last minute.
Finding myself in that situation, I
thought I should do some background re
search on Mardi Gras, a holiday that I had
previously ignored.
In many countries, Carnival, the preLenten celebration which culminates in
Mardi Gras, begins on or just after Epiph
any, a Christian feast day that commemo
rates the Incarnation of Jesus Christ.
Mardi Gras, or "Fat Tuesday" in
English, is always the day before Ash
Wednesday, an event recognized by any
body at USD, given the ashy foreheads on
campus.
Mardi Gras, however, is not really
known for its connection with the Chris
tian period of Lent, a very penitential
season. It has always been synonymous
in my mind with New Orleans and overall
debauchery.
I soon discovered that Mardi Gras
means something different to everyone.
Luckily, I had the opportunity to interview
the Grand Marshals of the Mardi Gras
parade, Craig Robinson and Clark Duke,
who also happen to be the stars of the
upcoming film "Hot Tub Time Machine,"
which opens in theaters on March 26.
I asked the Grand Marshals what
Mardi Gras meant to them. "Fun," said
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Actors from "Hot Tub Time Machine" mingle with locals at the Mardi Gras parade.
Robinson. "Interesting and weird, but in a
good way," added Duke.
Interestingly, this Mardi Gras was
Duke's first and he was very honored to
have been made a Grand Marshal. Rob
inson, a veteran of these types of festivi
ties, had enjoyed the famous New Orleans
parade previously.
When asked if they would give up any
thing for Lent, Duke answered "cigarettes,"
while Robinson replied "beads."
Overall, these were probably the two
most hilarious Grand Marshals that the San
Diego Mardi Gras has ever hosted. They
just wanted everyone to have a good time
and throw out some beads.
Even though the downtown area was
a pretty crazy scene, the whole experience
gave me a greater appreciation for the
event.
I got to throw out some beads, dress
like it was still the '80s and hang out with
two funny, yet down-to-earth, actors.

Letters to the Editor
The Vista encourages letters to the
editor from students, faculty, staff,
administration and the community.
Correspondance should be sent to
letters@usdvista.com.
They will go directly to the editorin-chief and the opinion editor.
Submissions should be limited to
300 words and must include
verifiable contact information. Letter
content is subject to editing for clar
ity and style.
The Vista does not publish
anonymous letters, those
addressed to a third party or
letters in poor taste.

The views expressed in the Opinion Section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Republicans stubbornly refuse to eat their vegetables
ANDRES BARRAZA
STAFF WRITFR
Senator Evan Bayh of Indiana has an
nounced that he will not seek a third term
to the U.S. Senate. Bayh's announcement
comes as another setback for the Democrats
and their ambitious agenda. Bayh described
the Senate as "frozen by partisan politics and
incapable of passing even basic legislation."
The senator's decision adds yet another
layer of complexity to President Obama's ex
isting troubles as he attempts to tackle health
care and financial reform, massive unemploy
ment as well as an increasing deficit. But can
we really blame Bayh for quitting?
Ever since Obama took office, a frag
mented, but determined Republican minority
has made it a priority to block, shoot down,
criticize and demonize everything proposed
by Obama and the Democrats. They call
the President a Communist and paint fascist
Hitler mustaches on his picture during ral
lies, about as contradictory as portraying

Sarah Palin as an evolutionist. How have
Democrats responded? By apologizing for
upsetting them, of course.
Remember as a kid when your mother
would place a steaming plate of delicious and
healthy vegetables in front of you, but since
it wasn't a McDonald's Happy Meal, you re
fused to eat them before even trying them?
Well, today's veggies are health care and
financial reform. The Republican Party is the
stubborn fat kid and the Democratic Party
is the passive and apologetic mother who
succumbs to taking her soon-to-have-type-2diabetes child to McDonald's.
The veggies this mother is proposing
are healthy and nutritious, sure to promote
growth and prevent disease. Chicken nug
gets, which may temporarily satiate hunger
and taste alright, are sure to come back to
haunt the poor kid's arteries and his mother's
wallet. This is not an oversimplification.
Earlier this month, a billboard was
placed along a Minnesota highway display
ing a picture of George W. Bush childishly

waving alongside the words "Miss Me Yet?"
This got me thinking.
While I do miss Bush and Cheney, I don't
miss their idiotic policies or utter disregard
for both the Constitution and basic human
rights. Instead, I miss their "So, what?" at
titude towards criticism and opposition. They
didn't care if they pissed off liberals, the
press or even the United Nations. They did
what they wanted, when they wanted.
Obama and the Democrats ran on a cam
paign of change, bipartisanship, inclusion
and respect, but the conservative Right had its
chance. They had a whole year to get things
done for the greater good of the American
people, yet preferred to be immature, igno
rant and indifferent, knowing the Democrats
would be sensitive pushovers.
With blue seats in Congress dwindling,
the Democrats need to work with whatever
majority they have left to get things done. If
they upset a few tea-baggers in the process,
so be it. Those tea-baggers don't know any
better. CBS polls report that almost 75 per

cent of Americans think that taxes have either
stayed the same or have increased since
Obama took office, while in fact they have
gone down. Troubling, I know. Yet here is a
movement that wants to fix the deficit with
even more tax cuts. I'm not an economist,
but wouldn't less revenue, combined with
continued copious defense spending, only
increase the deficit?
As for the fat kid who won't eat his veg
gies, he has to stop. Whenever I refused to
eat my veggies as a child, my mother would
not let me get up from the table until the plate
was clean. I soon realized that the longer I
resisted, the colder and soggier the veggies
got, worsening my situation.
So to those who keep refusing to eat
your vegetables, remember this: it's bad for
your health and its only costing you more.
When that diabetes diagnosis or heart attack
comes, good luck paying for those six-figure
hospital bills while your lobbyists, the health
insurance companies, begin to deny you cov
erage, if you even have it to begin with.

Nuclear activities of Iranian government threaten world peace
JOSH COHEN
STAFF WRITFR
The United Nations Security Council
is in a state of fear over Iran's latest nuclear
weapons move. A leaked confidential report
by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), a UN nuclear watchdog, warns that
Iran may be in the process of developing a
nuclear pay load for a missile. Others report
that Iran is enriching uranium at higher levels
than before.
Previously, Iran produced uranium for
energy purposes to an enrichment of 3.5 per
cent. It is believed that the Iranian govern
ment has now created a relatively small batch

of uranium enriched to at least 20 percent.
Although Iran insists that it needs this
highly enriched uranium for a reactor pro
ducing medical isotopes, many in the inter
national community, especially in the West,
are concerned that Iran is really intent on
producing a nuclear weapon.
The White House said the findings show
Iran was "failing to meet its international
responsibilities" and would have to face
consequences for its actions. P.J. Crowley,
a spokesman for the Department of State,
echoed these sentiments, saying that the find
ings reflected "our ongoing concern about
Iran's activities."
It is no secret that the U.S. has pushed
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for sanctions against Iran until it agrees to
comply with international standards on the
enrichment of uranium, but with resources
concentrated on other ongoing wars, Ameri
can action against the Iranian government
needs international support. This latest
report may provide just that. It essentially
raises international concerns over the alleg
edly undisclosed activities related to Iran's
nuclear program. The report also articulates
an urgency in allowing Iran to cooperate with
IAEA investigators so as to difuse concerns
"about the possible military dimensions to
[the Iranian] nuclear programme."
Despite mounting pressure and the
threat of real consequences, Iran continues

to deny nuclear claims, insisting that it has
no intention of producing a nuclear weapon.
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad seems to
be showing signs that he feels the intensi
fied international pressure that is mounting.
His latest reactions, which have done little
to drum up American sympathy toward Iran,
have been counter threats aimed at opposi
tion. Late last week, Ahmadinejad told a
televised press conference that, "if anyone
does anything against Iran, then our response
won't be the same as in the past. No, we will
definitely react and make them regretful."
Comments like these do nothing to ease
our concern or to diffuse the growing tension
among the international community.
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Mental Health NP, Adult CNS, and
Parent-Child CNS.

The MSN at APU is accredited by the
Commission on Collegiate Nursing
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Board of Registered Nursing (BRN).

• Upon completion, students meet all
requirements to be certified and are
nationally board-eligible.
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planning. While our economy has caused many to

Camping Trip

downsize, a trip taken with a group of friends is the
The time has come for USD students to plan their perfect way to spend break and save money.
coveted spring break trips. While for some the econ

A drive up the coast promises to be memorable

omy has not affected their vacations at all, many stu and exciting, while camping would be relaxing and
dents have to plan their break on a budget.
affordable. Volunteering is always rewarding, and a
"I had to cut back this year," junior Bonnie Can- free ticket to Disneyland or California Adventure is
said. "My family usually takes us on a big trip for a nice incentive. Whatever you do this spring break,
break, but this year I have to pay for it myself. It's there are some affordable and fun options that can fit
hard to find good trips on a budget,"

any budget. Below are three spring break trips that are

Some students have great trips planned, but many perfect for the procrastinator and/or budget-concious
need help finding affordable ideas that require less student.

Roadtrip up the Coast

San Diego is conveniently located amidst many natural hot
springs and camping grounds, perfect for a peaceful getaway
this spring break. The USD Experiential Learning and Adven
ture Center offers rental equipment at affordable prices and
they can help you plan your perfect trip. How about visiting
Agua Caliente, only an hour and a half away, where you can
do a day hike down to natural hot springs and mud pools, rich
with natural minerals and detoxifying agents. Here you can en
joy the stars, springs and natural views all for only $5 per car
and alcohol is allowed on all campgrounds. This camping trip is
perfect for those who only have a few days to get away or who want
to save money.

The California Coast highway is noted for its beautiful sights and the variety of activities it provides. From surf
ing to camping you can find diverse activities all along the coast. Starting your trip in San Diego and completing
it in Napa Valley gives you a multitude of natural sights to see and experience. Spring break is the perfect time to
plan your road trip up the coast to experience optimal weather and less crowded amusements.
Stop 1 - Santa Monica Pier: A great place for lunch and games, now also
hosting trapeze lessons on the pier.
Stop 2 - San Obispo: A quaint town to stop at for the night. Try
the Madonna Inn, a famous destination featured on many t.v.
shows like "Girls Next Door" and "The Bachelor." The hotel is
famous for its unique rooms and great food.
Stop 3 - San Simeon: Famous for the Hearst Castle, which
has 165 rooms with 127 acres of gardens, terraces, pools
and walkways, furnished with Spanish and Italian antiques
and art. This trip is very popular and, because it is now a
state park, tickets can be purchased in advance.
Stop 4 - Big Sur : Known for great camping, redwood
forests, steep ocean cliffs and natural bodies of water.
Stop 5 - Monterey: Home of one of the most famous
aquariums and beautiful natural sights, a perfect place to stay
the night.
Stop 6 - San Francisco: Where you can visit the Golden Gate
Bridge, Alcatraz, Lombard street, ride the famous trolleys and see
the often visited wharfs and piers and shopping on Market Street.
Stop 7 - Napa Valley: The perfect place to go wine tasting and experience
the natural beauty of the countryside.

Free Trip to Disneyland
Who doesn't love going to Disneyland? No matter how old you are,
there are plenty of fun activities to enjoy at Disneyland, as well as
one of a kind resorts to stay in. While Disneyland is fun, it can
be pricey. However, there is a way to save money and still
enjoy a day at the park through the Give A Day, Get A Day
Disney program. While there is little time to volunteer
during the semester, spring break is a great time to help
those in need. Disney offers a program that gives you
a free ticket to the parks after a day of service helping
an organization of your choice. You can go to their web
site and choose which place you would like to volunteer
your time, and after one day of service you can print your
voucher for a free day at Disneyland. Because hotel rooms in
the park can be expensive you can gather a large group of friends
together to split the room and the cost, or you can visit one of the less
expensive hotels outside the park, guaranteed to have vacant rooms.
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Still Time makes their third trip to USD
RYAN COGHILL
AftC FDITOR

Definitely
worth it
Straight out of West London,
Mumford & Sons is set to release
their U.S. debut album, "Sigh No
More," on March 2. The reason
I am telling you this is because it
is an album that you must hear.
The songs rely heavily on an
old-time banjo sound and roots
lying in country, folk and bluegrass. With comparisons being
made to Fleet Foxes, Kings of
Leon and even the classic sounds
of Crosby, Stills & Nash, it is no
wonder that Mumford & Sons
caught the attention of producer
Markus Dravs (Arcade Fire).
The band is fairly young,
having formed in 2007 to "make
music that matters." Flaving a le
gitimate producer is a necessity
in order for a band to hone their
sound efficiently. Seeing the
prospective talent in the band,
Dravs took the boys over to
Eastcote Studios, where bands
such as the Arctic Monkeys have
recorded, giving them an itiner
ary to follow. I do not know
much about Dravs, but from
what I have read about him, it
seems that he has had success
on pushing bands to their fullest
potential.
Mumford & Sons is cur
rently embarking on their first
U.S. tour, recently playing the
Troubadour in Los Angeles. The
night after the show, I received
an e-mail from a friend who at
tended with a YouTube link to
Mumford & Sons. He told me
how I had to listen to this band
and they were a band he knew I
would love. Unfortunately, I had
beaten him to the punch. Obvi
ously I am way more hip than
him and find out about bands
before most people.
However, my hipness is
beside the point. The significance
of this e-mail is the fact that this
was a random show he attended
and ended up digging the music
so much that he went out of his
way to make sure I knew about
them. This definitely says some
thing about Mumford & Sons
and the rapid recognition they
are gaining.
The lyrical content consists
of references to Shakespeare and
ballads about men with lonely
hearts. A personal favorite that
I would highly recommend is
"White Blank Page." The music
seems to come straight from the
band's love and dedication for
making music.
Their passion for music is
evident and has me yearning
to witness their live reputation
that precedes them. Having
gained notoriety in the European
scene, it is only a matter of time
for Americans to realize that
Mumford & Sons will be the
next band playing in local pubs,
maybe even O'Toole's. 1 urge
you to give the band a listen and
can guarantee they will stay on
your radar. A band like this is
going to be around for awhile.
Therefore, by hopping on the
band wagon now, you can say
that you knew about them before
they got popular.

Still Time played out in the Plaza Mayor to celebrate the restructuring of Associated Students.

AVERY DURNAN
(21 IF ST WRITFR

The third return of Still Time
to the USD campus was a great
success. This time, instead of
gracing our homecoming stage
or Aromas coffee house, they
debuted in front of the new Plaza
Mayor amphitheatre at the Student

Life Pavilion. "We're stoked to be
back at USD!" lead singer Dan
Curcio proudly proclaimed, right
before the show began. The boys
from San Luis Obispo are about to
embark on their first national tour,
so they were able to practice some
of their new stuff for the Toreros,
while also playing some of their
classic hits such as "9 to 5."

For those unfamiliar with the
music of Still Time, it is definite
California rock - one can compare
it most with the sound of Dispatch
or OAR. (If you haven't heard the
music, download a free six-song
demo at stilltimemusic.com/demo.
zip).
Recent college graduates from
Cal Poly, the band members are

young and fun, with a "let's party"
type of attitude that resonates with
students. Over the last few years,
Still Time has turned from a into a
profession and their upcoming na
tional tour marks their increasing
seriousness and popularity. They
informed us that they would be
covering 47 states in four months,
which is quite a continental feat.
Nick Bilich, Still Time's long-time
guitar player, stated that, "It's cool
to see the band get tighter, as we
look forward to our national tour,
where we are about to cover a ton
of states we've never even been to
before."
Perhaps owing to their several
shows here at USD, Still Time has
quite a fan following with the stu
dent body. They generously gave
a few shout outs to long-time fans
and after they finished their set,
several students ran up to chat
with the band members, calling
them each by name.
Also present was a delegation
of Associated Students members,
available to discuss the upcoming
restructuring of Associated Stu
dents and provide free Chipotle to
hungry students. Assistant Direc
tor of Concerts Alan Brunet was
happy about the show's turnout
and informed The Vista that the
SLP concert series is "only one
way that AS is utilizing the SLP
to its full potential," and also that
he hopes the SLP dead hour con
cert series will continue as a USD
tradition. Stay tuned to see what
band is up next up at the SLP.

"Shutter Island" has movie goers in awe
ALEX WEIDNER
GIIFST WRITFR

If I told you I wasn't crazy,
would you believe me? Really?
Who's to say your version of re
ality is any more or any less real
than my own? Who's to say you're
not dreaming right now? It all
seems to make perfect sense while
your cerebral cortex is trippin' out
on REMs, but you'll wake up the
next morning questioning what
was, until just moments ago, legit
imate reality comprised of absurd
images, thoughts, sounds and their
associated emotions.
Why are these existential
questions being presented in a
movie review? Get it together,
man. Can't you just tell me how
well Martin Scorsese carries a sto
ryline or about how much Leon
ardo DiCaprio's career as an actor
has matured since functioning
to no other purpose than kicking
honnonal 13-year-old libidos into
gear?
A few things can be stated as
fact. Number one: Scorsese's
"Shutter Island" is one of this sea
son's most anticipated and highly
publicized films (as much thanks
due to an all-star cast as the $20
million Paramount Pictures spent
on commercial airtime during the
Super Bowl). Number two: the
film is a "psychological thriller,"
a "mindf***" in every sense of
the cliches. But what better way
to combat an era of excruciating,
mind-numbing predictability in
screenwriting (ahem, "Avatar,"
ahem) than allowing Scorsese
creative freedom in directing a
maniacal maze chock full of plot
twists and moments that would
leave Larry David in an inquisitive
stare-off with the movie screen?

Set mostly on a geologically
and meteorologically treacherous
looking island off the coast of
Massachusetts in 1954, "Shutter
Island" follows the story of two
U.S. Marshalls sent to investigate
the mysterious disappearance of
a woman from a functionally se
cluded mental institution with one
seriously scary prerequisite for
admittance.
Teddy Daniels (Leonardo DiCaprio) and his partner Chuck
(played by a well-supportive Mark
Ruffalo) must resort to question
ing the criminally insane and their
sometimes comparably dubious
ones in charge to make their case.
Sensing the set up for a dark, scary
couple of hours with plenty of op
portunity to swing your right arm
around that skittish young damsel
whose ticket you shelled out $13
for? Breathe easy Casanova. You
chose the right movie.
Haunted by a violent past and
plagued with a menu of attitudealtering demons equivalent in
size to that of a Cheesecake Fac
tory, Daniels is an unsound mind
equipped with a badge thrust into
a secretive and disturbing micro
cosm. It's easy to question some
one as emotionally vulnerable as
Daniel's capacity to rationalize a
twisty-turny series of often mindboggling events and plot twists, let
alone make a definitive detective's
case out of them. DiCaprio plays
out one of the most emotionally
charged roles of his career with
natural talent and well-tested
experience, delving the audience
directly into the unhinged mind
of his character, as the Marshall
learns more and more about the
institution, its inhabitants and
himself. Let me warn all you
soccer moms tuned in to morning

ROGDYKKER.COM
DiCaprio and Ruffalo in the opening scene of "Shutter Island."

talk shows; the news isn't always
so bright and sunny on Shutter
Island.
Our most hallowed of modern
movie directors keeps the tone
dark and ominous. Along with the
graces reaped from the Scorsese
touch come grounds for the idyllic
thriller. "Shutter Island" absorbs
audiences with suspenseful yet
all the while thought-provoking
storyline and dialogue. From the
moment our Bogart-ian detectives
enter the island's barbed wire
fences, "Shutter Island" brings
those cognitive enough to follow
a script more sophisticated than an
article in Cosmo on a bullet train
into insanity and back ("Twilight"
fans need not apply). It's a "slash
er" minus the slashing overdose
plus a plot and character develop
ment structure worthy of an audi
ence member's full and undivided
attention.
Some considerably disturb
ing imagery is coupled with an
equally aggressive and unsettling
orchestral soundtrack courtesy of
long time Scorsese collaborator
Robbie Robertson. Its supporting
cast does their own part to keep

things on the edge of figurative
seats.
Ben Kingsley, playing the role
of the facility's chief administra
tor, Dr. John Cawley, tacks on
another worthy performance as
a psychiatrist, although this time
considerably less stoned and evi
dently more professional than his
character in 2008's coming of
age piece of '90s nostalgia, "The
Wackness." Any one of us not too
proud to admit our vulnerabilities
might agree that underneath all of
their beaten-to-death jargon and
bogus airs of compassion, a shrink
could easily be equated to a pile
of metaphoric horse dung. View
ers are left constantly questioning
the story's ultimate base of reality;
who to trust and on which side to
place their sympathies.
So here's my Ebert and Roeper
two thumbs up, my RottenTomatoes.com "fresh tomato" icon, my
Gene Shacklin whatever-the-hellhe-does. Go see "Shutter Island"
if you're not too tied up getting
the metaphoric mid-semester
spiny pineapple inserted slowly
into your hindquarters via USD's
professorial faculty.
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Star-studded cast can't help "Valentine's Day"
The only thing big about this love story is the actors involved

JUSTINE MARZONI
ASSISTANT
A&C EDITOR

CHRISTINA SEARS
STAFF WRITFR

From the first 10 seconds
of the trailer, "Valentine's Day"
was destined to be the date movie
chosen for the iconic holiday the
film was named after. The ques
tion, however, was if it was meant
to follow the fates of successful
star-filled films such as the Brit
ish favorite "Love Actually," or
if it would be another romantic
comedy where the best lines were
already provided in the advertise
ments.
Following the intertwin
ing lives of several Los Angeles
natives, "Valentine's Day" fol
lows the same patterns as "Love
Actually" as it tells the stories of
passion and heartbreak on the day
devoted to love. Whether it be the
floral shop owner proposing to his
girlfriend or a young boy dedicated
to making his third grade teacher
his Valentine, the film examines
the various takes on love and the
fervent efforts people make to find
that "special someone."
The film consisted of famous
cast members, such as Bradley
Cooper, Ashton Kutcher, Julia
Roberts and Queen Latifah. How
ever, filling up the screen with that
many celebrity faces is always a
gamble (recall "Mars Attacks" and
"Rat Race") to see if it would be
of any quality. On the other hand,
the women will enjoy seeing their
McDreamys and McSteamys on
screen no matter what, while the
boyfriends they dragged with
them get to marvel at the beauty
of Jessica Alba.
At the heart of the film lies
the friendship between Ashton
Kutcher and Jennifer Garner's

3-D's not
for me

characters while
they struggle to
find
happiness in
their respective relation
ships. Through the threads of
their various acquaintances and
friends, the audience experiences
over a dozen different Valentine's
Days, some more special than
others.
Like many romantic com
edies, the script was predictable
and the film seemed to base their
money and hopes for success on
the cast rather than leaving the
audience wholly interested.
However, anyone who has
seen a Garry Marshall film should
come in with an idea of what they
are going to see. While this film
is no "Pretty Woman," Marshall
serves up what he normally does
with his trademark cast members,

SLASHFILM.COM

like Hector Elizondo and Larry
Miller, that are dependable and
made their small scenes more
memorable than some of the major
film stars did.
It could be said that there were
too many for the audience to really
connect with any of the characters
for very long. It was also unfortu
nate that the only characters that

had any
chemistry
or
appeal
were the ones
that barely had any
screen time. In the case
of Emma Roberts' char
acter, it was nothing beyond
what anyone who has watched
a teen comedy would expect - a
couple of high school students
wanting to lose their virginity.
All in all, the film served its
genre's purpose as a romantic
comedy by providing fluff and
good feelings with some laughs
on the side.
While the film did not fulfill
its goal to be the American ver
sion of "Love Actually," Marshall
provided a pleasurable film that
will do well at the box office but
not necessarily go down in the
books as an earth-shattering film
since, frankly, the ground barely
moved.

Angels & Airwaves attempt to define love
A tough task to accomplish if your name isn't Will Shakespeare
DOUGLAS WOOD
STAFF WRITFR

It's no easy task, defining love.
But then again, when it comes to
one of life's most elusive myster
ies, what is easy? Certainly not
expressing its worth in words,
as Shakespeare spent an entire
lifetime trying to do so. Not re
laying its meaning on canvas, for
Van Gogh lost his mind attempt
ing to portray this significance in
his paintings. So perhaps the best
way to truly deliver the message,
especially to our generation of
iPod addicts and YouTube junk
ies, is through the power of song.
At least that's the hope of Angels
& Airwaves. On Valentine's Day,
one of alternative rock's most
uniquely recognizable sounds
decided to give it a shot with the
release of their third studio album,
appropriately titled "LOVE." Un
fortunately, they failed.
But just because they were
unable to achieve musical immor
tality by communicating to society
an understanding of love only pre
viously conveyed by the likes of
John Lennon and Bono, Angels &
Airwaves certainly doesn't fail to
leave a mark.
With a more progressive sound
than their previous two albums,
"LOVE" reaches the listener at an
entirely new emotional level; an
instant upgrade from the empty
lyrical content of their first album

and the lack of instrumental depth
on their second.
But aside from being an overall
improvement from their previous
work, "LOVE" actually presents
two other, more specific reasons
for seasoned fans and eager new
comers alike to get stoked.
First, the album's music is the
backdrop of the band's upcoming
feature film of the same name; a
project funded by the band and
written/directed by the brilliant
William Eubank.
Through an intricate web of en
tangled story lines, "LOVE" (the
film) will use the music from the
album to tell a story that the band
believes "explores the fundamen
tal human need for connection and
the limitless power of hope that
resonates a common truth: that
everyone has a story to tell and
something even greater to leave
behind." Sound intriguing?
Secondly, it's free. So uninstall
Limewire and forget about Nap
ster. Your illegal endeavors to sa
voring the music you crave with
out paying an irritating $0.99 per
song on iTunes can be abandoned,
at least for today. The band is of
fering "LOVE" as a free down
load on their website to anyone
interested in hearing their take
on answering the aforementioned
life-altering questions about love
and the human condition; and, at
a price like that, who wouldn't
be? It's like expecting to pay for

MELWEG.COM

Angels & Airwaves failed at describing love on their new album
entitled "LOVE."

a nice steak dinner with your girl
friend only to have her tell you she
would rather grab a $5 box at Taco
Bell - everybody wins.
So in the end, Angels & Air
waves may not be in an artistic
category worthy of a legendary
16th century poet or a historic 19th
century painter, but they seem to
be comfortable enough in their

role as artists paving the way for
the limitless wonders of imagina
tion in the 21 st century. In a world
too often plagued by hatred and
immorality, Angels & Airwaves
do their best to give a uniquely
inspired glimpse into their hope
for a much different world - one
dominated not by hatred, but by
the infinite power of love.

It's been a little over two
months since James Cameron's
"Avatar" came out in all its 3-D
glory. Since the film's release
it has not only gotten everyone
talking about the neverending
possibilities of computer gener
ated animation, but it has broken
the record for the highest gross
ing IMAX film in history. How
ever, despite all the excitement
surrounding its groundbreaking
graphics or the epic tale it tells,
I have yet to see the film. I have
not yet heard one complaint
about the movie nor anything
beside remarkable reviews, but
there is something within that
restrains me from giving in and
going to see it.
My reluctance to see
"Avatar" is multifaceted. My
first reservation originates from a
bad 3-D movie experience I had
last year when I saw "Battle for
Terra." This film is a 3-D animat
ed kids film about an alien planet
that gets attacked by humans and
it all ends up to be a metaphor for
being eco-friendly and aware of
the future of our earth. To me, this
sounds too much like the synop
sis of "Avatar." Also, "Battle for
Terra" was so lousy that I liter
ally fell asleep at the climax of
the film and to this day I am not
sure how the plot's conflict was
resolved. One of my fears in
seeing "Avatar" is that it will just
be a rehashing of the trite "Battle
for Terra," and personally I am
sick of aliens.
I know that comparing a
movie I haven't seen to a terrible
kids movie I saw once and paid
little attention to may be irratio
nal, but my qualms with "Avatar"
go beyond this. 1 am also afraid
that movie-goers are becoming
too dependent on crazy graphics
to enjoy films.
We used to be satisfied by
creative cinematography and
unique camera tricks. Now
audiences receive their thrills
from explosions and computer
generated images that usually
look really cheesy. In the major
ity of blockbuster films, less and
less attention is being paid to
story line, camera work and set
design because everything can be
touched up with computers later.
Lastly, all the hype surround
ing this film has just worn on me
a bit. The box office boomed
with the last few "Star Wars"
films and the "Twilight" saga,
and we all know how not good
those movies were. Why should I
believe everyone this time?
All this to say, I will prob
ably eventually see "Avatar"
and I will most probably enjoy
it just as much as everyone else
has. No matter how much I have
tried to resist the urge to see
what everyone is talking about,
I do want to see this movie just
out of curiosity. However, my
concerns with 3-D and future use
of CGI in films still stand. I look
forward to "Avatar" proving me
wrong, but I'm not going to get
my hopes up.
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"Hot Tub Time Machine" looks like a crack up

KAITLIN PERRY
ASSOCIATF FDITOR

MARTHA GRABAREK
GUFST WRITFR
-
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Lucky
duck
Have you ever thought about
how lucky you are? How your
biggest problem may be that you
don't have a day ofFbecause you
attend a four-year university and
have two jobs? I have. I had a
major realization yesterday that
my life is damn near perfect
when 1 really think about it. And
I don't mean that in any kind of
egotistical way. I mean that in a
way that you can relate to your
own life.
People obviously have prob
lems. We have issues, we have
emotions, we have deep, dark
thoughts; but those are things
within us, which are influenced
by our misconception of the
things outside of us. A lot of us
associate ourselves with the prob
lems of those we are surrounded
by. But are our problems really
the same as those of our parents,
roommates or friends? There are
such things as sympathy pains,
and I know I have felt them
before, but the only way to make
them stop is to put your situation
in perspective. Externalize your
pain and think about everything
that YOU have, that YOU do, and
then give those positive feelings
to your family member or friend
that is suffering. It's really quite
simple, because once you real
ize that you are in a really good
place and have everything you
could ever need, such as a house
by the beach, a bar on campus,
a cell phone and an iPod, your
"problems" will become much
smaller.
My mom deals with physi
cal pain on a daily basis, but
she is the strongest, most self
less person I know. She has, in
a sense, dedicated her life to my
sister and me, and has provided
us with everything we could ever
need. I could easily associate
myself with her problems and
treat them as something that af
fects me directly, but they don't.
Instead of feeling bad for her 1
feel love for her. I do what I can
to make her feel better, which,
being three hours a way from
home, is simply calling her, and
that is always the best part of my
day.
A New Zealand magazine
wrote that my dad was living the
American dream because he has
been married to his wife for 20some years, has two daughters
in college and made a life for
himself and his family in South
ern California by doing what he
loves. Thinking about my parents
and how they lived their lives
and developed as people made
me think really hard about what
I have and what I am becoming
and I became very, very grateful
for the life they gave me, and ex
cited about the life I have ahead
of me.
What made me think about
all of this? Spending a lazy
Sunday in bed, listening to
Fleet Foxes and snuggling with
my boyfriend, who I am more
than grateful for as well. I truly
couldn't ask for anything more
in my life right .now (besides
having my cat live with me
again), and I want to enjoy it as
long as humanly possible.

With a strong comedic cast,
Steve Pink's "Hot Tub Time Ma
chine" is looking to become a hit
amongst its fans. Notable actors
John Cusack, Craig Robinson,
Chevy Chase, Rob Corddry and
rising star Clark Duke add energy
and excitement to the script.
"There was not a lot of holding
it together on set but a lot of crack
ing up," said Duke, who plays
Jacob. "I liked shooting the film.
It was fun, cold and magical."
The screenplay follows a group
of best friends, Adam (Cusack),
who's trying to find love, Lou
(Corddry), an overage partier in
need of life direction, Nick (Rob
inson), who's stuck in a struggling
marriage and Jacob (Duke), an
antisocial video gamer, as they
travel back in time to correct
their unsuccessful lives. The four
friends return to a ski resort to
relive the good times spent at the
lodge. After relationship troubles
and personal hardships, the boys
try to get away. But after heavy
drinking, the guys find themselves
waking up in the year 1986. The

characters look in the mirror to
find their wrinkles gone and the
'80s trends back.
"1 had the same haircut [in the
'80s]," Robinson said. "I was the
same goofy stupid."
The travel back in time was
their chance to change their mis
takes from the past and build a
future they desired.
The cast's memorable acting
redeems the film from the script.
"Hot Tub Time Machine" is a
hybrid of "Seventeen Again" and
"Pineapple Express." The film is
similar to "Seventeen Again" in
that characters try to alter their
future from the past; but contains
the extreme humor of "Pineapple
Express." It has outrageously
unrealistic moments where the
audience can't help but laugh. Ad
libbing also added humor to the
script.
"There was a lot of ad lib.. .we
improved like crazy," Robinson
said. "One would start and then
everyone would join in. We kept
changing the pages until even
tually we were like, 'F*** the
pages.'"
The Q&A after the movie
screening allowed the audience
to gain a better idea of what the

MARTHA GRABAREK/ THE VISTA

Martha Grabarek with stars, Clark Duke (LEFT) and Craig Robinson
(RIGHT) after the press screening.

energy was like on set. As Rob
inson and Clark joked around on
stage, the fans laughed along with
their crude humor. From question
ers' voices to their random ques
tions, Robinson and Clark man
aged to build a joke from it all. It
was a great way to build anticipa
tion for the upcoming movie.
The film is light-hearted, en
tertaining and contained a lot of

mature humor; however, the depth
was fairly shallow. It doesn't
require intelligence but can still
make you laugh.
"You should go see the film be
cause there is something in it for
everyone," Robinson said, "and if
you don't like it, the person you
came with will."
"Hot Tub Time Machine" will
be in theaters March 26.

Guillaume Yann Tiersen
performs at Coachella 2010

Composer of "Amelie" soundtrack
to play on Sunday, April 18
MARISA DODGE
STAFF WRITFR

In addition to its beauty and ro
manticism, the country of France
has long been saluted for its cross
road of European art and music.
Where these paths of notable
expression intersect exists a man
of music notation nobility; Guillaume Yann Tiersen. His historical
home, the province of Brittany,
lies in North-Western France, a
previous royal kingdom. Although
this place is neither longer royal
nor a kingdom, Tiersen reigns rec
ognizably as a crowned composer
of his monarchial melodies.
The 2010 Coachella lineup
includes a wide variety of promi
nent names. Less well-known than
some, Tiersen's music surpasses,
or is equal to, the discographies of
Coachella's other dignitaries.
Internationally known for his
scores to the French Jean-Pierre
Jeunet movie "Amelie," Yann
Tiersen's music is further ac
knowledged for its broad utiliza
tion of instruments. Tiersen com
bines his primary favorites, the
piano, accordion and violin, with
instruments like the xylophone,
harpsichord, toy piano, melodica
and more. Tiersen's brisk fingers
strike keys, orchestrating the type
writer's audible sounds; a beloved
instrumental addition chimed in
his music. Having a range of in
struments, plus the production of
diverse sound, makes Tiersen's
relatively minimalist composi
tions insurmountable in the world
of European classical and French
folk music.
Born in 1970, Tiersen took
classical training at considerably
respectable musical academies,
including those in Rennes, Nantes
and Boulogne. A teenager in the
early 1980s, he was influenced by
the post-punk culture of bands like
The Stooges and Joy Division.

Tiersen
recorded background
music for a variety of plays and
short films before releasing scores
under his own name. His record
ings were created for productions
such as "La Vie Revee des Anges"
(1998, Erick Zonca), and "Alice et
Martin" (1998, Andre Techine). His
domestic claim to fame followed
the release of his third album, "Le
Phare," but Tiersen remained rela
tively unknown outside of France.
The 2001 release of his score for
"Le fabuleux destin d'Amelie
Poulain," which was a composite
of both current and previously
released material, brought interna
tional awareness to Yann Tiersen's
ingenuity.
Tiersen's aptitude has brought
him collaborators album after
album. Tiersen has entrusted his
inventiveness to other musical tal
ents such as "Fran9oiz Breut and
Les Tetes Raides" for the creation
of their own albums. In 2004,
Tiersen issued a collaborative CD
with U.S. singer-songwriter Shan
non Wright. In addition to this,
"Les Retrouvailles," Tiersen's
2005 album, featured vocals from
sensations Jane Birkin, Elizabeth
Fraser and a Nottingham rock
band, Tindersticks.
Occasionally accompanied by
an orchestra or guest artist, Tiers
en's live performances substantial
ly vary. While Tiersen seamlessly
alternates between instruments, he
is sometimes accompanied only
by a drummer, bassist and guitar
ist, offering a more customary
minimalistic session. Paralleling
to the sound of studio albums,
Tiersen's live albums were indeed
publicly recorded; bearing no ad
dition of an artificial applauding
audience. If you can't make the
trip to Coachella to be a witness
to Tiersen's undoubtedly expected
acclamation, take a visit to the
iTunes store or YouTube to sample
his sensationalism.

TIMESONUNE.COM

Alexander McQueen was extremely close with his mother, who died
10 days prior to his suicide.

McQueen's shocking death
VICTORIA FANTOZZI
STAFF WRITFR

Tragedy rocked the fashion
world last week when news of
famed designer Alexander Mc
Queen's death broke on Thurs
day, Feb. 11. Nine days after the
death of his mother, the 40-yearold designer was found dead in
his London apartment, and jaws
dropped as to whether or not this
was a question of suicide. But on
Feb. 15, his death was confirmed a
suicide.
His loss came just before his
highly anticipated collections were
set to show at both New York and
London Fashion Weeks. Though
the shock and scale of this loss is
huge, we join in celebrating the
genius of his work and the legacy
of his fashion, which will live on
forever.
Though the ever-eclectic Mc
Queen has maintained tremendous
commercial success, he was most
known for his ability to remain
avant-garde in a trendy and com
mercial world. His over-the-top
couture and often times bizarre
runway shows kept his admirers
guessing as to what move he'd
make next - and he always outdid
himself.
McQueen studied fashion and
textile at St. Martin's College in the
1990s and has since taken British
fashion by storm. His genius was
so apparent that his entire graduate
collection was bought by renowned

stylist Isabella Blow in 1994.
Though many of his shows
were off-the-wall and somewhat
scandalous to conservative fashionistas, they were largely influ
ential and paved the way for the
shocking couture runway shows
we all long for today. One of his
most provocative shows, The
Highland Rape collection from
1995, featured an eye-popping
blend of tattered and blood-stained
dresses, daringly sheer garments,
Scottish tartan influences (inspired
by his Scottish ancestry) and femi
nine hygiene paraphernalia, such
as what appeared to be hanging
tampon strings. The show, which
became the first defining moment
in his career, evoked both anger and
rage and symbolized the "rape" of
Scotland by the British.Since then,
his shows continued to shock and
mystify all at once. He became cre
ative director of Givenchy in 1996
and eventually opened his own
flagship stores in London, New
York and Milan.
His latest ventures included nu
merous fragrance collections and a
ready-to-wear line, McQ, distrib
uted in 39 countries. In 2003, he
was named international designer
of the year by the Council of Fash
ion Designers of America.
Though McQueen's brilliance
can never be replicated, his legacy
will continue to grow. His inspi
ration has defined the silhouette
of British fashion and his highly
theatrical fashion shows are events
sure to be missed.
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The creator of your newest obsession: ChatRoulette.com
BRENT TUTTLE
AD MANAGER
Back in the prehistoric days
of internet promiscuity, before
watchdog groups such as NBC's
"To Catch a Predator" corrupted
the pastime of many mid-western
meth/chatroom addicts, the Inter
net was a lethargic realm full of
curiosity, but without the speed to
unleash its true possibilities.
I remember my days as a young
lad, where my friends and I would
wait eternities for a file transfer
over AOL Instant Messenger to
showcase pictures of girls in our
social networks, posing in manners
that undoubtedly ensured an under
age decapitation had daddy ever
found out. Thanks to what seems
like IT centers located throughout
India and other third world coun
tries willing to learn English and
deal with pissed off Americans,
our internet capabilities are now
brimming with potential, allowing
chat room socializing along with
webcam speed dating to engender
an outlandish love child.
With the NFL season now laid
to rest and "The Bachelor" in its'
final week of brainwashing girls
who still believe they will get
married to a rich guy while simul
taneously remaining in that lucky
50 percentile of the population
who don't get divorced, you will,
without question, be spending
more time in front of your com
puter screen, wandering aimlessly
through the world wide web.
Before you know it you'll be
engaging in a bizarre new phe

Andrey Ternovskiy, creator of ChatRoulette.com, is only 17-years-old.
nomenon known as chat roulette,
a website which allows people to
connect and communicate with a
random assortment of zany strang
ers through a webcam and the
choice of microphone or keyboard.
Basically, picture a virtual eHarmony shuffle experience star
ring the distant cousins of Venice
Beach performers, abiding by the
rulebook of worldofwarcrafthorndogs.com, and in a nutshell you
have chat roulette.
Once you log onto the site
and begin your adventures in this
cyber circus, you will find that as
chaotic and strange as it may be,
you are entirely in control. You

will find yourself face to face with
an Austrian gamer who is prancing
in the nude, flailing around like a
set of Mardi Gras beads. Not to
worry, with the click of a button
you have escaped this sexually
deranged being only to discover a
mildly chubby American dressed
in knight's armor, with a falcon
perched atop his shoulder, request
ing that you submit Gandalf's
password before proceeding. As
suming you're not down with this
friend of Frodo, you can just click
next again and come under the
spell of someone comparable to
norotious extrovert, Jake Turley,
armed with his guitar, taking re

quests or just freestylin' fresh off
the top of his head.
What mad cyber scientist cre
ated this you "might ask? None
other than Andrey Ternovskiy, a
17-year-old high school student
from Moscow, Russia. Ternovskiy
put together this website in his
spare time for mere pleasure based
off his prior knowledge of HTML
code, which he began writing at
age 11.
After growing tired of video
chatting with his small group of
friends on Skype, Ternovskiy
wanted to expand this concept
to an entirely new platform, es
sentially in pursuit of Skyping

with the random people displaced
throughout the planet. He never
had any business intentions with
the site and actually has yet to
let the foul stench of Capitalism
erode his precious freak show
as he keeps advertising to a bare
minimum with four links located
at the bottom of the page.
Thought you were "going
places" because you got that
unpaid internship taking lunch
orders for a bunch of bankers this
summer? This kid can't even buy
smokes and currently runs and
maintains seven high-end servers
based out of Frankfurt, Germany
to support the flood of users ChatRoulette.com receives week after
week. He plans to expand his
operation in the near future, most
likely transferring its headquarters
to the U.S., but as of now any real
development of the site wili take
place internally with new features
to be added in the near future. One
can only imagine how this Soviet
success looks to further accom
modate the oddities that lurk the
site's bandwidth, but nonetheless
it should make things even more
entertaining.
Ternovskiy's minimalist ways
and open mindset may keep the
site's intentions true, which, at
the core of things, are really open
to individual interpretation. It's a
blank canvas for curious webcam
owners. Some people flaunt their
genitalia, others role-play in bi
zarre costumes and others show
case artistic talents through music
and art, but at the end of the day
everyone is just doing what they
want to do.
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RYAN SIDHOO

Toreros crush Indiana to open up 2010 season

SPORTS CD-FDITOR

Laymen life
For many of us laymen on
campus, we hung up our cleats
or said goodbye to the game we
loved and played since our days
as a tyke to the concluding days
of our high school senior year.
We all cried in our locker room
during our last game, when we
donned our high school colors
for the final time. Whether we
played
basketball, football,
baseball or even the white collar
sports of golf and tennis, we all
can admit that parting, with the
game we adored was no easy
task.
For some, thinking about
those glory days still makes
your bottom lip quiver or makes
you reminisce more than a Pete
Rock and C.L. Smooth song.
When we packed our bags and
headed to USD, we didn't pack
our letterman jackets or play
book. Our careers were over, a
la Latrell Sprewell circa 2005.
Or were they?
For a select few of us
laymen, or lay women, there is
what I like to call the "Rudy
path," or, to put into USD terms,
the "Nick Price path." This is
the journey some of my peers
embarked on. They go from reccenter all-star to an almost gim
micky yet lovable walk-on.
For the less fortunate like
myself, there are intramurals.
In the realm of intramurals you
can recapture that glory you
once tasted in high school. You
go from communication stud
ies major to starting center, or
chemistry minor to head coach
in a blink of an eye. You go from
a quasi out of shape college kid
to a low post threat in a matter
of seconds.
You also feel the comradery
and competitive spirit you once
took for granted in high school
that has eluded you since your
official playing days ended. You
yell at the horrendous studentreferee who knows nothing
about the sport he is officiating
,and you hack that annoying kid
who talks too much in class.
Although it may not beat play
ing in front of your family and
friends versus your high school
rival under the lights of Friday,
you can't deny the satisfaction
you conjure up playing orga
nized sports, even if they are at
best disorganized.
Perhaps the real highlight
of intramurals is seeing your
fellow peers do battle on the
grid iron or hardwood. You may
stop and ask yourself; "Did that
weird kid who is a engineering
major really look like Hakeem
with that dream shake? Is that
guy who just dunked on some
body and yelled like he was
Tarazan the same kid who just
about had a heart attack giving
a speech in class earlier today?
Did that football player really
just tackle someone out of
midair on a layup attempt?"
All in all, intramurals help
add a bit of excitement and
allow us to recapture the days of
old in our lives full of midterms,
group projects that never seem
to work out and just being a
general laymen.

TOM ROTH/THE VISTA
Bryan Haar trots home after his fourth inning bomb last weekend.

CHRIS HANNEKE
STAFF WRITFR

On a weekend when Mother
Nature was supposed to intervene
and deprive Torero fans of some
baseball, the sun continued to
shine and the Toreros took three of
four games from the defending Big
Ten tournament champions, the
Indiana Hoosiers. From the first
pitch on Friday to the last pitch
on Sunday, the Toreros' bats kept
on swinging as the team outscored
the Hoosiers 41-21 over the fourgame series.
Cunningham Stadium was
almost to capacity during Friday's
game, when the Toreros' offense
started the season with a bang,
stomping Indiana 16-10; and it
wasn't even that close.
A first inning grand slam by
shortstop Bryan Haar got the team
headed in the right direction. After

Indiana responded with a run in
the top half of the second inning,
USD countered with three more
runs in the bottom half, thanks
in large part to a two-run blast by
catcher Nick McCoy. The team
never looked back.
Indiana cut the lead to 7-3
after slugger Alex Dickerson ab
solutely crushed a home run that
would have hit the Manchester
dorms in right field were it not for
the protective fencing.
The pitching for Indiana was
wild all day, and they were never
able to keep the game close. There
were seven Torero hit batsmen in
the game, and the offense contin
ued to find ways to drive in the
excessive base runners.
The top three in the batting
order did a fantastic job setting
the table, and the combination of
Kevin Muno, McCoy and Chris
Engell scored a combined 11 runs

between them. Muno scored five
by himself and Engell took home
Player of the Game honors with
his 4-5 performance, which in
cluded three RBI.
A.J. Griffin looked good
enough as he went six innings and
allowed four runs, striking out
eight en route to his first win.
The rain never came on Sat
urday, at least not until after the
Toreros squeezed in both games
of their doubleheader. In the first
game of the day, USD's pitching
staff managed to work out of sev
eral jams and stranded 14 Hoosier
base runners. Meanwhile, the
Torero offense continued to swing
the bats well as they cruised to a
9-2 victory.
As far as deadly one-two
punches go, the four and five hit
ters in the Toreros lineup certainly
proved a fearsome combo. After
James Meador sat out Friday's
contest, he was penciled in to the
clean-up spot for game one of the
doubleheader, while Bryan Haar
hit fifth. The two went a combined
7-8 with two walks, an RBI and
five runs scored.
Matt Hauser picked up the
win, pitching the final 4.1 innings
in relief, allowing just one run
over that stretch.
Game Two featured even
more Torero offense, with Meador
again leading the charge to a 9-4
victory. This time, hitting in the
three-hole, Meador went 4-5 with
a home run, four RBIs and two
runs scored.
His final doubleheader sta
tistics were marvelous: 7-9, five
RBIs and seven runs scored. He
had help at the top of the lineup
this time, as Muno also went 4-5
with a home run, two RBIs and
two runs scored.
On the mound, the Toreros
were led by sophomore sensation
Sammy Solis, who went five in
nings and allowed three runs, with
only one being earned.
The game was still tight in
the eighth inning, when Indiana
cut the Toreros' lead to 7-4 after

an RBI single by Michael Earley.
But Matt Thompson came on in
relief and stopped the Hoosiers
rally, however, and the Toreros
added two big insurance runs in
the bottom half as they held on for
a 9-4 victory.
After taking the first three
games, including the doubleheader
sweep, things didn't end quite the
way USD had hoped. It took the
offense a little more time to get
going this time around, and they
fell 7-5 despite a late rally.
Indiana jumped out to a 4-0
lead in the fourth inning; but the
Toreros were able to cut the lead
in half to 4-2 in the bottom half
of the inning after another Haar
home run and sac fly to drive in
Chris Engell after he tripled.
But this was a sign of things to
come, as seemingly every time the
Toreros got close, Indiana pushed
across another run to keep the
game just out of reach. Down 7-4
in the bottom of the ninth, Meador
drove in Jon Hotta with a single to
cut the lead to two. But it wasn't
enough, as Haar struck out swing
ing to ensure the Toreros' first loss
of the season.
While the series did not end
the way the Toreros would have
hoped, it is still an impressive
feat to take three of four from the
defending Big East Tournament
Champions.
Later in the week, USD re
ceived more good news, when
Meador was named WCC Player
of the Week.
The Toreros will look to
continue their winning ways as
they begin a weekend series to
night against cross-town rival San
Diego State University. The series
will alternate between locations,
with tonight's game taking place
at 6 p.m. at SDSU.
The teams then play tomor
row here at Cunningham Stadium
at 2 p.m. Saturday is a 1 p.m. game
back at San Diego State Univer
sity, and the series concludes at
Cunningham Stadium Sunday at
1 p.m.

Despite big game from Conners, Toreros fall short
JOEY SHOEN
•STAFF WRITFR

After suffering a gut-wrench
ing overtime loss to St. Mary's at
home less than a month ago, the
USD women's basketball team
found itself in prime position to
earn a little revenge in last Satur
day's game with the Lady Gaels
in Moraga. Another tremendous
chance, another wasted opportu
nity.
St. Mary's overcame a tenpoint USD first-half lead and held
on to defeat the feisty Lady Tore
ros 60-54 behind a huge combined
effort between Louella Thompson
and Jontelle Smith. Thompson
contributed a double-double with
14 points and 13 rebounds, while
Smith was the Gaels' leading
scorer with 18 points, in addition
to her 8 boards.
USD seized control with a
15-6 run throughout the middle
stages of the first half that put them
up 28-18 with 6:54 remaining.
However, the Lady Gaels quickly
responded with a run of their own
to narrow the gap to 33-32 at the
break.
The Gaels opended the second
half by going on a huge 16 to 5 run
and pulled ahead 48-36 with less
than thirteen minutes left in the

contest.
St. Mary's appeared ready to
put the game away, but USD re
fused to quit. Sophomore guard
Dominique Conners, the game's
high scorer with 20 points, slashed
through the defense for a lay-up
which ignited a furious comeback
that cut the Lady Gaels lead to
50-47 with 8:37 to go.
It was a back-and-forth finish
from there on out, but unfortu
nately for USD, that three-point
deficit was the smallest they'd see
for the duration of the game. Saint
Mary's was able to make enough
free throws down the stretch to
keep the Lady Toreros at bay as
they put themselves in a position
to secure the second seed in the
upcoming WCC Tournament with
a win over Pepperdine on Thurs
day night.
In addition to Conners' ef
forts, USD had two other players
score in double digits. Morgan
Woodrow had 14 points on 5-of-9
shooting while junior Sam Child
put in 11.
The team, now .500 in con
ference at 6-6, heads to Loyola
Marymount University
today
before closing out the regular
season at when they travel to take
on the Waves of Pepperdine, who
currently sit third in the WCC.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
Dominique Conners was the lone bright spot for the Toreros in their
loss to the Gaels last weekend.
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Toreros run out Rebels, wrangle Gauchos
TYLER WILSON
.STAFF WRITFRS

The USD men's tennis team
looked stronger than ever in their
two matches this weekend, as they
went undefeated with victories
over the UC Santa Barbara Gau
chos on Saturday and the Uni
versity of Nevada at Las Vegas
Runnin' Rebels on Sunday. These
two wins improved the Toreros'
overall record to 5-1 and kept their
octane levels running on high.
"We just have to keep our
foot on the gas pedal and compete
eveiy day," junior Nils Schive
said. "If we do this simple task,
we can't be stopped."
The Toreros are certainly
looking unstoppable in this three
match win streak. To extend the
win streak to two, they handled the
Gauchos on Saturday in a match
that lasted 4 1/2 hours. USD got
behind early by dropping two
doubles matches, both by a score
of 8-3. But the Toreros then domi
nated the singles matches, which
has been their strong point so far
this season.
Junior Dean Jackson, who
surprised many critics at the
NCAA Singles Championships a
year ago, won the first game for

the Toreros in straight sets. Nikola
Bubnic, a sophomore from Serbia
and the 82nd ranked player in the
nation by the ITA, then grabbed
the lead for the Toreros with his
straight sets win.
San Diego would battle back
after letting the Gauchos tie it at
two and take a 3-2 lead after tal
lying a point from Thibaut Visy.
The lone senior on the team, Charl
Wolmarans, would come through
and give USD the decisive singles
point to put them in the lead for
good at 4-2. Schive would then
add the last singles point for a final
score of 5-2.
The next day, USD looked
ready when they took the courts
against the Runnin' Rebels, but the
impending rain caused the match
to be delayed for four hours.
"With the rain delays it was
hard to play and then get back out
there and keep the intensity level
up," Schive said. "But Bubnick
really set the tone after the delay
and won eight games in a row
which really pumped us up."
The Toreros are no stranger to
rain delays, as they have already
encountered four this spring. They
used this experience to run the
Rebels out of San Diego. Bubnic
earned his singles point by defeat
ing his opponent in straight sets.
After a Torero loss by Visy, the
veteran Wolmarans would use his

SPORTS CO-EDITOR

Carmelo
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Dean Jackson leads the Toreros' onslaught this year.

experience to get the lead back for
the Toreros 2-1.
Jackson's intense singles
match against 108th ranked Medhi
Bouras proved to be a nail-biter
and momentum swinger. After a
relatively easy win in the first set,
Jackson dropped the second set
to set up a dramatic third set for
a dominant two point overall lead.
Medhi would force a break point
in this decisive set, but Jackson
would use his upset techniques
once again to come away with the
third set 7-6 and a 4-2 overall lead

for the Toreros.
Abdullah Hashem would
eventually clinch the match with
the last Torero point and send the
Rebels home with the loss.
"It was a great weekend,"
Schive said. "We had to grind
through the delays and stay fo
cused, but we were able to do
that and get two big wins over
two quality teams, so we were
pleased."
The Toreros look to extend
their win streak on the road against
California Polytechnic today.

DIARIES
I am Oakland: My hometown
JUSTIN FONTENBERRY

STAFF WRITER

I am from the city of Oakland,
a heavily populated city with a va
riety of ethnicities and fascinating
personalities. I love where I am
from and I think if you are linked
up with the right people, that it
could turn out to be a place where
there is always something fun to
do.
On the other hand, at times
it is a place absent of joy, which
means that the thought of peace
does not reside within the city on
a frequent basis. I consider my
hometown an upbeat place to live
that has the potential to promote
the "fast life." I grew up in a place
where poverty, violence, corrup
tion and drugs pollute the social
atmosphere, but that does not
mean that everyone in Oakland is
a menace to society. I have plenty

of close friends that can further
affirm this claim. From Quentin
Thomas, who plays football at the
University of North Carolina,
Marshawn Lynch who is a premier
player on the Buffalo Bills to my
former teammate Josh Johnson
and my two brothers Anthony McCrady and Godfrey Smith. We are
all from Oakland.
In comparison to those around
me, I was fortunate enough to be
blessed with a strong family sup
port system, in which I was raised
up to become more than a nega
tive stereotype. It was ingrained
in me to strive toward success and
through that alone, 1 adopted a
certain mentality to try and prove
the impossible, fight through ad
versity and overcome hardships.
My family loves sports, so I
had no choice but to fall in love
with them as well. I grew up
watching Michael Jordan and the

Chicago Bulls, then Kobe Bryant
and Shaquille O'Neal, admir
ing their dynasty and wanting to
become just like them. When I
wasn't watching basketball I tuned
in to football, watching my Raid
ers and the San Francisco 49ers
play. I loved the Steve Young and
Jerry Rice combination.
I grew up in an athletic atmo
sphere where everyone was com
petitive. I remember my mother
at the games showing her com
petitive side within the stands. She
was one of my most supportive
fans, as well as a great cheerleader.
My father used to coach for a local
Pop-Warner football team, SemiPro football team and a few local
basketball teams in the Christian
basketball leagues as well. My
uncle played college football in
Utah at the University of Brigham
Young and had a few successful
seasons there also. Both of them,

along with the help of other family
members, coaches and friends,
served as true role models by help
ing me take interest in something
positive.
I am proud of those who sup
ported me and encouraged me to
stay active. This is how I broke
through the glass ceiling enclosing
our society.
Originally, 1 was more of a
basketball guy who turned to
wards football in high school.
Back home, we play sports in
order to make it out, get an educa
tion and become successful in life.
I've played basketball since I was
probably four or five years old,
all the way up until my freshman
year in college. Even though I was
not receiving any quality looks to
play basketball, I made a decision
to give up that dream and continue
on with my career to play football
here at USD.

Opening weekend full of fun and fireworks
MIKE FERRARO
STAFF WRITFR

The long anticipated opening
weekend for us finally came last
Friday as we hosted the Hoosiers
of Indiana. Any spectator could
tell that we were excited to get
on the field and face an opponent
other than ourselves in another
10-13 inning practice intra-squad
game. When we finally put the
home game white jerseys on, we
kicked it up a notch. We defeated
the Hoosiers 16-10 in game one,
9-2 in game two and 9-4 in game
three, but we suffered our first loss
in game four on Sunday. While we
were all shocked that we gave up
a loss to this team, we were still
content to take away three wins
and start the season off on the
right foot.

Other than the good old-fash
ioned competition shared between
the two teams, it felt great just to
be back out on the field again in
season. If you have never been to
a USD baseball game, I strongly
encourage you to check one out
if you get the chance. For those
of you who do not know where
the baseball stadium is, that's
not a problem at all. Just grab a
campus map or ask that friendly,
non-threatening ball player that
sits in the very front of class and
diligently takes notes while re
sponding to every question. He'll
be more than happy to point you
in the right direction.
While I may not be able to
promise a beautiful stadium with
an upper deck or a jumbo-tron
scoreboard, I can ask you where
else you would be able to see
sophomore infielder Bryan Haar

MORGAN PAYNE

looking incredibly strapping and
rugged with his Brawny paper
towel man grizzly beard? Or how
about the way that Columbia
jersey sits on the body of sopho
more outfielder Austin Green,
former Abercrombie model? It's
enough to turn some heads ladies.
Take my word for it.
It was, however, a surprising
ly big crowd this weekend at the
"giant staircase" we have come
to call Cunningham Stadium. We
would actually hear the roar of a
crowd this weekend, as opposed to
the usual Tuesday game fan section
consisting of our parents' yells and
the occasional clap of Mr. McCoy,
loving father and mentor of senior
catcher Nick McCoy.
But seriously, we love the
friends, family and fans that come
out to watch. There was a great
vibe at the field
during home

games this weekend and USD
baseball is very fortunate to have
the support of so many people,
donators, family and friends.
There's a special feeling that
permeates through the seats and
into our home dugout every time
we take the field. It is a feeling of
welcoming that every player and
coach wearing the Torero jersey is
extremely grateful for. I encourage
any baseball fans, enthusiasts, stu
dents, faculty or anyone who has
nothing to do on Fridays to drop
by for some peanuts and crackerjacks. Do you honestly care if
you ever get back? I also promise
I won't tell you any lame jokes
like that alluding to the famous
seventh inning stretch song "Take
Me Out to the Ballgame," because
I will be out on the field and can't
yell up to you during games. See
you guys soon.

Tie game. Five seconds
left. Ball in your hands. A 6'8",
270-pound giant with more ath
leticism than he knows what to
do with mimicking your every
move. You give a jab step to the
right and then throw a hesita
tion move for good measure.
An inch of separation from the
athletic freak foaming at the
mouth is all you need, and for
a split second you get it. Pounc
ing on the fleeting opportunity
like a ravenous great white on
an unsuspecting baby seal, you
elevate. The feeble hand in your
face serves only as a minor
inconvenience
because the
outcome was predetermined.
As soon as you got the ball you
knew the shot was going in.
While this may be your
dream, it is enviably Carmelo
Anthony's reality. With 1.9
ticks of the clock left in over
time, Anthony buried a 19-foot
jumper over the aforementioned
athletic virtuoso, LeBron James.
The shot lifted his Denver Nug
gets over Prince James' Cleve
land Cavaliers for the second
time this season.
Carmelo Anthony and
LeBron James have been in
evitably connected for nearly a
decade. The two had been end
lessly scrutinized; compared
against one another since their
sterling High School McDon
ald's Ail-American days. That
is, up until a few years ago,
when James clearly, yet inexpli
cably surpassed Anthony. Some
blamed Anthony's work ethic
or desire. Others just chalked it
up to James' superior physical
abilities. Perhaps it was a com
bination, but it was clear there
was no longer a debate. Hell,
Anothony was no longer even
playing second fiddle to James.
Dwayne Wade had emerged as
the sole worthy adversary to
Prince James from the vaunted
2003 Draft Class.
Starting with a mesmer
izing, utterly convincing play
off run in 2009 by his Denver
Nuggets and culminating in
the miracle shot over James
last week, Anthony has once
again proven that these two su
perstars will forever be linked.
That game winning shot was
Anthony's second coming, his
reemergence to the basketball
world at large. With one silky
sweet stroke over James, An
thony thrust himself back into
the conversation as one of the
best in the game.
These two
behemoths
of basketball will forever be
judged against the other's ac
colades. For the first few years
of their already storied careers,
the NBA fruitlessly attempted
to hype this as the paramount
match up in the Association.
Thankfully, there is no more
need for such artificial hype.
This inevitable Goliath vs. Go
liath battle will surely delight
fans for the next dozen years.
Perhaps the NBA will finally get
its own dream scenario of Car
melo vs. LeBron in the Finals
this year. If it comes down to
another last second shot you
better believe my money is on
Carmelo Anthony.
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As team tanks, time to develop Baby Bullfighters
ALBERT SAMAHA

sSTAFF WRITER
The Toreros haven't
won a conference home
game since Feb. 26, 2009.
A dismal drought of col
lapses, embarrassments and
dreaded moral victories.
As the world has moved
and progressed, the Toreros
have sat idle, slack-jawed
and bleary-eyed, drowning
at the bottom of the WCC
barrel.
Much has happened in
the 364 days since USD beat
Portland 66-60 at the Slim
Gym last season. Swine flu
induced the biggest campus
panic since Fire Week '07,
we found out Marvin Har
rison is the modern day
Frank Lucas, not only is Jay
Leno not funny, but he also
impeded upon our ability to
enjoy those who actually
are. The drought continued
last Thursday when Saint
Mary's (22-5, 9-3) beat the
Toreros (9-19, 2-10) 61-49.
Fierce hustle and tenacious
defense kept USD close
through 30 minutes. Guys
were diving on the floor for
loose balls, soaring for re
bounds over the taller Gaels
and creating points with
good ball movement and
aggressive shooting.
Cameron Miles gave
the team a shot of adrena
line, hitting two quick threes
soon after entering the
game. Then after missing a
heat check, Miles craftily

intercepted Omar Samhan's
outlet pass, but missed the
subsequent lay-up. The se
quence was a microcosm of
the game.
After
his
turnover
Samhan pouted and, in
stead of contesting Miles'
lay-up attempt, he deject
edly glared at the intended
receiver of the pass. It was
the same look Kobe Bryant
shoots at Pau Gasol after
Gasol misses another clutch
free throw. The reaction ex
emplified the Omar Samhan
experience on Thursday.
Because, despite the loss,
the Toreros exposed the
Gaels' biggest flaw,
the
reason their post-season
hopes only glow dimly:
Omar Samhan's emotions
are more fickle than that of
a 13-year-old rich girl from
Orange County. And for 40
minutes, the Toreros got
inside his head.
Roberto Mafra and
Chris Manresa stood tall in
the face of the WCC's most
dominant player, constantly
beating him down court and
keeping him off the low
block. Samhan shot an atro
cious 4-15 because he rarely
had good post position.
He only had four free
throw attempts because
Mafra and Manresa stayed
disciplined
and
forced
Samhan to shoot over their
long arms.
And while Samhan
looks massive, he has the
legs of a 13-year-old rich

girl from Orange County as
well. A classic case of chick
en legs. Thus he has more
finesse than brute power,
playing right into the hands
of Coach Grier's defensive
strategy. Samhan moped all
night. He had the body lan
guage of a guy who just got
clumped by his long-term
girlfriend. At one point, late
in the first half, one of the
Gaels' assistant coaches had
to pull Samhan aside on the
bench, seemingly trying to
get him to refocus.
Unfortunately,
USD
simply missed too many
easy shots around the rim,
allowing Saint Mary's to
slowly and silently stretch
their lead late in the second
half. SMC never really took
control of the game, never
built any discernable mo
mentum. They scored at the
same pace all game, so when
USD began missing shots,
the Gaels pulled away.
Perpetual losing in
evitably illuminates the
reality of a team's place in
the grand scheme of col
lege basketball. This season
USD's place is far from the
top. Coach Grier reluctantly
understands this and has
slowly increased the roles
of the freshmen.
It's like walking down
Mission Beach on a Friday
night with a bottle of Mick
ey's in your hand and getting
rolled up on by the cops. You
can turn and walk the other
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Senior Brandon Johnson has had to carry the bulk of the
scoring load this year.
way, you can throw the
bottle into the trash and you
can feign innocence. But
when the blinding lights of
unbridled authority stare
you down, you eventually
have to just own "up to the
reality of the situation in
order to alleviate the prob
lems in the long-run. So the
Toreros could have kept re
lying on the veterans, kept
the freshmen on the bench,
seemingly giving them the
best chance to win every
game. But as the losses and
injuries continued to rain
down, they eventually had
to just own up to the real
ity of the season. Hence the
late-season reliance on so
many freshmen.
Of course this leaves
Torero Nation in an awk
ward position. Like being
invited to a party where the

host says, "Hey there's not
going to be any alcohol and
you have no chance of hook
ing up, but you can watch
us organize our iTunes and
vacuum!"
But the season has
not lost all intrigue, Torero
Nation.
Ladies and gentlemen,
boys and girls, there are a
plethora of reasons to pack
the Slim Gym: Watch in
awe as Devin Ginty moves
without the ball as if he were
being chased by starving
and frothing Rottweilers!
Wonder how Chris Manresa
can perpetually maintain
a three-day growth! Look
for Brandon Johnson's pat
ented, wildly effective and
possibly illegal off-hand
arm hook whenever he bulls
into the lane! Gawk at how
much Assistant Coach Mike

Burns resembles Dom from
"Entourage'VHerc
from
"The Wire"! Be amazed at
the disruption Ken Rancifer
causes on defense. Count
the tips, strips and blocks
he produces! Ridicule the
visiting fans,- for instance
the Gaels' unique and odd
traveling contingent seems
like a 30-year high school
reunion, except if all the
middle-aged men wore
matching rugby shirts and
waved Australian flags! And
be there for the game when
the drought finally ends!
Tonight, on the eve of
the one year anniversary of
the Toreros' last conference
home win, the team takes on
the fast and young Loyola
Marymount Lions, who
beat Gonzaga last Thursday.
Then on Saturday they will
play the lowly Waves of
Pepperdine, the only team
USD has beaten in their last
11 games.
Saturday will be USD's
last home game of the
season and also the highly
anticipated
senior night.
The final night to honor
the heroics of two all-time
Toreros, Brandon Johnson
and De'Jon Jackson, and
two very memorable role
players, Chris Lewis (you
have to love any player who
looks like the gawky second
baseman in "The Sandlot")
and Roberto Mafra (you
also have to love any player
who could pass as a tall ver
sion of Pedro from "Napo
leon Dynamite").
Two games left and
the light at the end of the
season remains faint. Rain
clouds are on the horizon
and the youth must fight off
the locusts.

RYAN SIDHOO & MORGAN PAYNE
Sports Co-Editors

HOT

NOT

Detroit Tigers

Tiger Woods

L.T. circa 2003

L.T. 2010

Tracy McGrady

Tracy Chapman

USA hockey

USA curling

Buy a USD Student Semester Pass & score unlimited
rides on the Bus and Trolley all semester long.

Lindsay Vonn

Von Zipper

Stevie Franchise

Franchise tags

On sale at the UC Ticket Office
January 4 - February 22,2010

Jatnes Meador

James Posey

Intramurals

Intramural refs

$147

Carmelo Anthony

Cruella Deville

Valid january 18 - May 31,2010
(includes a $15 USD subsidy)

Syracuse Orange

Syracuse, NY

Jason Williams

Jayson Williams

"Shutter Island"

Long Island

Vinny Chase

Vincent Jackson

Kobe's return

Grizzlies' luck

Shaun White

Shaun Alexander

Ditch
the parking headache

Limit one pass per student. Student ID required for purchase.

www.sdmts.com
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